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CATEGORICAL CONES AND QUADRATIC
HOMOLOGICAL PROJECTIVE DUALITY

by Alexander KUZNETSOV and Alexander PERRY

Abstract. – We introduce the notion of a categorical cone, which provides a categorification
of the classical cone over a projective variety, and use our work on categorical joins to prove that the
homologically projectively dual category of a categorical cone is equivalent to a categorical cone of
the homologically projectively dual category. We check that the categorical cone construction provides
well-behaved categorical resolutions of singular quadrics, which we use to obtain an explicit quadratic
version of the main theorem of homological projective duality. As applications, we prove the duality
conjecture for Gushel-Mukai varieties, and produce interesting examples of conifold transitions be-
tween noncommutative and honest Calabi-Yau threefolds.

Résumé. – Nous introduisons la notion de cône catégorique, qui fournit une catégorification du
cône classique au-dessus d’une variété projective, et nous utilisons notre travail sur les joints catégo-
riques pour prouver que le dual projectif homologique d’un cône catégorique est équivalent au cône
catégorique de la catégorie duale projective homologique. Nous vérifions que la construction du cône
catégorique fournit des résolutions catégoriques qui se comportent bien de quadriques singulières, que
nous utilisons pour obtenir une version quadratique explicite du théorème principal de la dualité pro-
jective homologique. Comme applications, nous prouvons la conjecture de dualité pour les variétés de
Gushel-Mukai, et produisons des exemples intéressants de transitions conifoldes entre des variétés de
Calabi-Yau noncommutatives et de vraies variétés de Calabi-Yau de dimension trois.

1. Introduction

This paper is a sequel to [25], where we introduced categorical joins in the context of
homological projective duality (HPD). Building on that work, our goals here are to study a
categorical version of the classical cone over a projective variety, to use categorical quadratic
cones to give a powerful method for studying derived categories of quadratic sections of
varieties, and to give several applications.

A.K. was partially supported by the HSE University Basic Research Program. A.P. was partially supported by
NSF postdoctoral fellowship DMS-1606460 and NSF grant DMS-2112747.
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2 A. KUZNETSOV AND A. PERRY

1.1. Background

The basic object of HPD is a Lefschetz variety, which consists of a variety mapping to a
projective space X ! P.V / equipped with a Lefschetz decomposition of its derived category
(a special type of semiorthogonal decomposition). The theory in this form was introduced
and developed in [12]. At that point it was already clear that the theory is more categorical
in nature, and that for applications it is useful to replace the (perfect) derived category
Perf.X/ of X by a more general (suitably enhanced) triangulated category A equipped
with a Lefschetz decomposition; the structure of a map X ! P.V / is then replaced by
a P.V /-linear structure (an action of the monoidal category Perf.P.V //) onA. We call such
data a Lefschetz category over P.V / and think of it as of a noncommutative Lefschetz variety.
The reader is encouraged to focus on the case where X ! P.V / is an ordinary morphism of
varieties for this introduction, and to consult [32, 25] for more details on the noncommutative
situation.

The HPD of a (noncommutative) Lefschetz varietyX ! P.V / is another (noncommuta-
tive) Lefschetz variety

X \ ! P.V _/

over the dual projective space, which governs the derived categories of linear sections of X
and can be thought of as a categorical version of the classical projective dual. For details and
applications of this theory, see [12, 32, 17, 35].

In [25] given a pair of (noncommutative) Lefschetz varietiesX1 ! P.V1/ andX2 ! P.V2/,
we constructed a (noncommutative) Lefschetz variety

J .X1; X2/! P.V1 ˚ V2/;

called their categorical join, which can be thought of as a noncommutative resolution of
singularities of the classical join of X1 and X2. Moreover, we proved that various classical
properties of joins can be lifted to this level; in particular, (under suitable assumptions) the
main result of [25] states that there is an equivalence of Lefschetz varieties

(1.1) J .X1; X2/\ ' J .X \1; X
\
2/

over P.V _1 ˚V _2 /, i.e., the HPD of a categorical join is the categorical join of the HPDs. This
leads to numerous applications, including a nonlinear HPD theorem (see also [10]) giving an
equivalence between the “essential parts” of the derived categories of the fiber products

X1 �P.V / X2 and X
\
1 �P.V_/ X

\
2:

The simplest case of this result—when X2 is a linear subspace of P.V / and hence X \2 is
its orthogonal linear subspace of P.V _/—reduces to the main theorem of HPD, and other
examples of HPD pairs .X2; X

\
2/ provide extensions of this theorem. Such extensions are

most useful in cases when both X2 and X \2 have a nice geometric description. One of the
goals of this paper is to produce such pairs where bothX2 andX \2 are categorical resolutions
of singular quadrics and to relate in this way quadratic sections of X1 and X \1. Allowing the
quadrics to be singular is crucial for applications, as we will explain below in §1.4.
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CATEGORICAL CONES AND QUADRATIC HOMOLOGICAL PROJECTIVE DUALITY 3

1.2. Categorical cones

Assume given an exact sequence of vector spaces

(1.2) 0! V0 ! V ! NV ! 0

and a closed subvariety X of P. NV /. Recall that the classical cone over X with vertex P.V0/ is
the strict transform

CV0
.X/ � P.V /

of X under the linear projection P.V / 99K P. NV / from P.V0/. Note that CV0
.X/ is usually

highly singular along its vertex P.V0/ � CV0
.X/.

In this paper, given a (noncommutative) Lefschetz variety X ! P. NV /, we construct a
(noncommutative) Lefschetz variety

CV0
.X/! P.V /

called the categorical cone which provides (ifX is smooth) a categorical resolution ofCV0
.X/.

The basic idea of the construction is to first replace the classical cone with the resolved
cone QCV0

.X/ ! P.V / given by the blowup along P.V0/ � CV0
.X/; the resolved cone is the

projectivization of the pullback to X of a natural vector bundle on P. NV /, and hence makes
sense even when X ! P. NV / is not an embedding. The categorical cone is then defined as a
certain triangulated subcategory of Perf. QCV0

.X// following a construction in [14], and can
be thought of as a noncommutative birational modification of QCV0

.X/ along its exceptional
divisor.

As we will show, the categorical cone has several advantages over its classical counterpart:

— CV0
.X/ naturally has the structure of a Lefschetz variety over P.V / induced by that ofX

(Theorem 3.21).

— CV0
.X/ is smooth and proper if X is (Lemma 3.11).

— CV0
.X/ is defined when X ! P. NV / is not an embedding, and even when X is noncom-

mutative (Definition 3.6).

For us, however, the main advantage of the categorical cone is its compatibility with HPD:
our first main result is the identification of the HPD of a categorical cone with another
categorical cone.

In fact, we work in a more general setup than above, that simultaneously allows for exten-
sions of the ambient projective space, because this extra generality is useful in applications
(see §1.4). Namely, let V be a vector space and assume given a pair of subspaces

V0 � V and V1 � V
_

such that V0 � V ?1, or equivalently V1 � V ?0 , where the orthogonals are taken with respect
to the natural pairing between V and V _. Let

NV D V ?1=V0; so that NV _ Š V ?0 =V1:

For V1 D 0 this reduces to the situation (1.2) above. Let X ! P. NV / be a Lefschetz variety,
with HPD variety X \ ! P. NV _/. The categorical cone CV0

.X/ is then a Lefschetz variety
over P.V ?1/. Via the inclusion P.V ?1/! P.V / we can regard CV0

.X/ as a Lefschetz variety
over P.V /, which we write as CV0

.X/=P.V / for emphasis. Similarly, we have a Lefschetz
variety CV1.X \/=P.V _/ over P.V _/.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



4 A. KUZNETSOV AND A. PERRY

Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 4.1). – In the above situation if X is a right strong, moderate
Lefschetz variety over P. NV / and X \ is its HPD over P. NV _/, then there is an equivalence

.CV0
.X/=P.V //\ ' CV1.X \/=P.V _/

of Lefschetz varieties over P.V _/, i.e., CV1.X \/ is the HPD of CV0
.X/ over P.V /.

In the statement of the theorem “right strong” and “moderate” refer to technical assump-
tions on a Lefschetz variety (see Definitions 2.5 and 2.7) which are essentially always satis-
fied in practice. The theorem categorifies an analogous classical relation between cones and
projective duality: for a variety X � P. NV / we have

.CV0
.X/ � P.V //_ D CV1.X_/ � P.V _/;

where .�/_ denotes the operation of classical projective duality.

Our proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the HPD Result (1.1) for categorical joins
mentioned above, and the following relation between categorical cones and joins. Given
an exact sequence (1.2) with V0 ¤ 0, we show that if X ! P. NV / is a Lefschetz variety, then
the choice of a splitting of (1.2) induces a natural equivalence

(1.3) CV0
.X/ ' J .P.V0/; X/

of Lefschetz categories over P.V ) (Proposition 3.15).

Remark 1.2. – For V0 D 0 the identification (1.3) fails, since then CV0
.X/ ' X whereas

J .P.V0/; X/ D 0. Moreover, even if V0 ¤ 0, we need to choose a splitting of (1.2) to be able
to form J .P.V0/; X/. When working over a field (as we tacitly do in the introduction) this is
not a problem, but it is typically not possible when working over a general base scheme, as we
do in the body of the paper with a view toward applications. Finally, when (1.3) holds, there is
an advantage of working with the categorical cone description: CV0

.X/ becomes isomorphic
to the classical cone CV0

.X/ over an a priori bigger Zariski open locus than the categorical
join J .P.V0/; X/, which is also important for geometric applications.

1.3. Quadratic HPD

We use categorical cones and results from [26] to develop HPD for singular quadrics. By
a quadric, we mean an integral scheme isomorphic to a degree 2 hypersurface in a projective
space. Any quadric Q can be expressed as a classical cone Q D CK. NQ/ over a smooth
quadric NQ, where P.K/ D Sing.Q/. We consider the categorical cone

Q D CK. NQ/;

where NQ is equipped with a natural Lefschetz decomposition involving spinor bundles, see
Lemma 5.9. This Q is in fact a crepant categorical resolution of singularities of Q, see
Lemma 5.11. We call it the standard categorical resolution of Q.

We deduce from Theorem 1.1 and [26, Theorem 1.1] that the class of standard categorical
resolutions of quadrics is closed under HPD. Namely, we consider pairs .Q; f / where Q is
a quadric and f WQ! P.V / is a standard morphism, i.e., such that f �OP.V /.1/ is the ample
line bundle that realizesQ as a quadric hypersurface in a projective space. In other words, f is
either an embedding as a quadric hypersurface into a linear subspace of P.V /, or a double
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CATEGORICAL CONES AND QUADRATIC HOMOLOGICAL PROJECTIVE DUALITY 5

covering of a linear subspace of P.V / branched along a quadric hypersurface. We define in
Definition 5.17 a generalized duality operation

.Q; f / 7! .Q\; f \/

on such pairs, where the target of f \WQ\ ! P.V _/ is the dual projective space. This general-
ized duality reduces to classical projective duality whenQ has even rank and f WQ! P.V /
is an embedding, and involves passing to a double covering or branch divisor in other cases.

Theorem 1.3 (Theorem 5.20). – Let .Q; f / and .Q\; f \/ be a generalized dual pair as
above. Then the HPD of the standard categorical resolution ofQ over P.V / is equivalent to the
standard categorical resolution of Q\ over P.V _/.

By combining Theorem 1.3 with our nonlinear HPD Theorem from [25], we prove the
following quadratic HPD theorem.

Theorem 1.4 (Theorem 5.21 and Lemma 5.13). – Let X ! P.V / be a right strong,
moderate Lefschetz variety. Let f WQ ! P.V / and f \WQ\ ! P.V _/ be a generalized dual
pair of quadrics, with standard categorical resolutions Q and Q\, respectively. Then there are
induced semiorthogonal decompositions of

Perf.X/˝Perf.P.V // Q and Perf.X \/˝P.V_/ Q
\

which have a distinguished component in common.
Moreover, whenX andX \ are supported away from the singular loci ofQ andQ\, the above

tensor product categories are identified with the derived categories of the (derived) fiber products

X �P.V / Q and X \ �P.V_/ Q
\

of X and X \ with the underlying quadrics Q and Q\.

The semiorthogonal decompositions mentioned above are described in Theorem 5.21.

1.4. The importance of being singular

An interesting feature of generalized duality of quadrics is that the dimension of Q\ may
be very different from the dimension of Q; in fact, the dimension of Q\ decreases as the
dimension of the singular locus of Q increases, see (5.4). This observation has interesting
consequences.

Indeed, imagine we are interested in a fiber product

(1.4) Z D X �P.V / Q;

whereX is a Lefschetz variety over P.V /, whose HPD varietyX \ is known, andQ � P.V / is
a quadric hypersurface (the case where Q ! P.V / is a standard morphism of a quadric of
other type works similarly). Imagine also that X itself is an intersection of quadrics (or at
least there is a big family of quadrics in P.V / containing the image of X ); note that this
assumption is usually satisfied in applications, since most varieties for which the HPD is
known are homogeneous, and every homogeneous variety (in an equivariant embedding) is
an intersection of quadrics.

Under this assumption the quadric Q such that Z is defined by a fiber product (1.4) is
not unique; indeed, it can be replaced by any quadric in the affine space of quadrics which

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



6 A. KUZNETSOV AND A. PERRY

contain Z but not X . Typically, the rank of Q varies in this family. From this we obtain a
family of “dual fiber products”X \ �P.V_/ Q\ parameterized by the same affine space, which
have varying dimension, but all contain the distinguished componentK.Z/ � Perf.Z/. If we
want to use these varieties to understand the structure ofK.Z/, it is natural to choose a fiber
product X \ �P.V_/ Q\ of smallest possible dimension (hence the most singular quadric Q
defining Z) and use its geometry.

To show how this works consider for example the Fermat quartic surface

Z D fx40 C x
4
1 C x

4
2 C x

4
3 D 0g � P3 DW P.W /:

Note that it can be realized as a fiber product (1.4), whereX D P.W /, V D Sym2W , the map
X ! P.V / is the double Veronese embedding, and Q � P.V / is any quadric hypersurface,
corresponding to a point of an affine space over the vector space

ker.Sym2 Sym2W _ ! Sym4W _/

of quadrics containing X . The most singular quadric among these is the quadric

Q0 D fx
2
00 C x

2
11 C x

2
22 C x

2
33 D 0g � P9 D P.V /;

where xij is the coordinate on P.V / corresponding to the quadratic function xi �xj on P.W /.
Note that the kernel spaceK of the corresponding quadratic form on V is 6-dimensional. In
this case, the generalized dualQ\

0 ofQ0 coincides with the classical projective dualQ_0 ofQ0,
which is a smooth quadric surface in the linear space

P.hx00; x11; x22; x33i/ D P.K?/ � P.V _/ D P9

of codimension 6. In this case, X \ D .P.V _/;Cliff0/ is the noncommutative variety
whose derived category is the category of coherent sheaves of Cliff0-modules on P.V _/,
where Cliff0 is the universal sheaf of even parts of Clifford algebras on P.V _/, see [13].
Therefore, the dual fiber product can be rewritten as

X \ �P.V_/ Q
\
0 D

�
Q_0 ;Cliff0 jQ_

0

�
and Theorem 1.4 gives an equivalence of categories

(1.5) Perf.Z/ ' Perf
�
Q_0 ;Cliff0 jQ_

0

�
:

(See Remark 1.5 below for a more precise description of the right hand side).
Note that if we replaceQ0 with a general quadric cutting out Z in X , then instead of the

above equivalence we would obtain a fully faithful embedding of Perf.Z/ into the derived
category of sheaves of Cliff0-modules over an 8-dimensional quadric in P.V _/, which is
definitely less effective.

Remark 1.5. – In fact, the equivalence (1.5) can be made more precise as follows.
Consider the union of coordinate hyperplanes in the above space P.K?/ D P3 (this is a
reducible quartic hypersurface) and the double covering Z0 ! Q_0 branched along the
intersection of Q_0 with these hyperplanes. Then Z0 is a K3 surface with 12 ordinary double
points, the sheaf of algebras Cliff0 defines a Brauer class of order 2 on the resolution of
singularities of Z0, and the right hand side of (1.5) is equivalent to the corresponding
twisted derived category.
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CATEGORICAL CONES AND QUADRATIC HOMOLOGICAL PROJECTIVE DUALITY 7

1.5. Duality of Gushel-Mukai varieties

As an application of our results, we prove the duality conjecture for Gushel-Mukai (GM)
varieties from [24]. Abstractly, the class of smooth GM varieties consists of smooth Fano
varieties of Picard number 1, coindex 3, and degree 10, together with Brill-Noether general
polarized K3 surfaces of degree 10; concretely, any such variety can be expressed as an
intersection of the cone over the Plücker embedded Grassmannian Gr.2; 5/ � P9 with a
linear space and a quadric Q, or equivalently, as a fiber product of Gr.2; 5/ with a standard
morphism Q! P9.

In [4, Definitions 3.22 and 3.26] the notions of period partnership and duality for a pair of
GM varieties of the same dimension were introduced, and in [4, Proposition 3.28] the notion
of duality was related to projective duality of quadrics. Moreover, in [4, Corollary 4.16 and
Theorem 4.20] it was shown that smooth period partners and dual GM varieties are always
birational. Finally, [5, Theorem 5.1 and Remark 5.28] combined with [31, Theorem 1.3]
proved that period partners of any smooth GM variety of even dimension form the fiber of
the period map from the moduli space of smooth GM varieties [7] to the appropriate period
domain, and a similar result for GM varieties of odd dimension was partially proved in [6,
Theorem 1.3].

[24, Proposition 2.3] gives a semiorthogonal decomposition of the derived category Perf.Y /
of a smooth GM variety Y consisting of exceptional vector bundles and the GM category
K.Y / � Perf.Y /. The GM category was shown to be a noncommutative K3 or Enriques
surface according to whether dim.Y / is even or odd. In [24, Definition 3.5] the notions
of period partnership and duality were generalized to allow GM varieties of different
dimension (but of the same parity!). The following result settles the duality conjecture [24,
Conjecture 3.7], which previously was only known in a very special case by [24, Theorem 4.1
and Corollary 4.2].

Theorem 1.6 (Corollary 6.5). – Let Y1 and Y2 be smooth GM varieties whose associated
Lagrangian subspaces do not contain decomposable vectors. If Y1 and Y2 are generalized
partners or duals, then there is an equivalence K.Y1/ ' K.Y2/.

For the notion of the Lagrangian subspace associated to a GM variety see [4, §3] and the
discussion in §6.1 below. For now we just note that, with the exception of some GM surfaces,
the assumption of the theorem holds for all smooth GM varieties.

Let us explain some consequences of this result. In combination with the period results
from [5] and [6] mentioned above, Theorem 1.6 shows that the assignment Y ⇝ K.Y / is
constant on the fibers of the period morphism; since these fibers are positive-dimensional,
this is an interesting phenomenon connecting Hodge theory to derived categories. Moreover,
in combination with the birationality results from [4] also mentioned above, Theorem 1.6
gives strong evidence for the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1.7. – If Y1 and Y2 are GM varieties of the same dimension at least 3 such
that there is an equivalence K.Y1/ ' K.Y2/, then Y1 and Y2 are birational.

ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L’ÉCOLE NORMALE SUPÉRIEURE



8 A. KUZNETSOV AND A. PERRY

Because of the tight parallels between GM fourfolds, cubic fourfolds, and their K3 cate-
gories (see [24, Theorem 1.3]), Theorem 1.6 can also be considered as evidence for the anal-
ogous conjecture for cubic fourfolds suggested by Huybrechts (see [29, Question 3.25]). We
note that every GM fivefold or sixfold is rational [4, Proposition 4.2], so Conjecture 1.7 is of
interest specifically for GM threefolds and fourfolds. As explained in [24, §3.3], Theorem 1.6
also verifies cases of the derived category heuristics for rationality discussed in [15, 18].

Finally, we note that Theorem 1.6 implies that for certain special GM fourfolds and
sixfolds Y , there exists a K3 surface T such that K.Y / ' Perf.T / (see [24, §3.2]). In fact,
for some GM fourfolds this is the main result of [24], and our proof of Theorem 1.6 gives an
extension and a conceptual new proof of this result. We expect this fact that GM categories
of even-dimensional GM varieties are “deformation equivalent” to an ordinary K3 surface
to be very important for future applications. In fact, following the case of cubic fourfolds
handled in [1], this was recently exploited in [33] to prove a structure theorem for moduli
spaces of Bridgeland stable objects in such categories, giving (among other results) infinitely
many new locally-complete unirational families of polarized hyperkähler varieties.

1.6. Other applications

For another application of the quadratic HPD theorem, we introduce a class of spin GM
varieties. Roughly speaking, these varieties are obtained by replacing the role of the Grass-
mannian Gr.2; 5/ � P9 in the definition of GM varieties with the connected component
OGrC.5; 10/ � P15 of the orthogonal Grassmannian OGr.5; 10/ in its spinor embedding.
The spin GM category K.Y / � Perf.Y / corresponding to such a variety can be thought of
as a 3-dimensional analogue of a GM category, as it is (fractional) Calabi-Yau of dimen-
sion 3. In this setting, we deduce from Theorem 1.4 a spin analogue of Theorem 1.6 (see
Theorem 6.9).

Going further, we consider the case where Y is a fivefold, which is particularly interesting
from the perspective of rationality. The heuristics of [15, 18] lead to the following conjecture:
if such a Y is rational, thenK.Y / ' Perf.M/ for a smooth Calabi-Yau threefoldM . We show
that such an equivalence cannot exist if Y is smooth (Lemma 6.10), and hence we expect Y to
be irrational. We use Theorem 1.4 to prove the following result (stated somewhat imprecisely
here), which verifies the conjecture in a mildly degenerate case.

Theorem 1.8 (Theorem 6.11 and Corollary 6.13). – For certain nodal spin GM five-
folds Y , the variety Y is rational and there exists a smooth Calabi-Yau threefoldM which gives
a crepant categorical resolution of K.Y /.

Finally, we note that Theorem 1.8 can be regarded as giving a noncommutative conifold
transition from a smooth spin GM category to the Calabi-Yau threefoldM . This suggests a
noncommutative version of Reid’s fantasy [34]: by degenerations and crepant resolutions,
can we connect any noncommutative Calabi-Yau threefold to the derived category of a
smooth projective Calabi-Yau threefold? When the answer to this question is positive, it
opens the way to proving results by deforming to a geometric situation. For instance, using
the methods of [1], this gives a potential way to reduce the construction of stability conditions
on noncommutative Calabi-Yau threefolds to the geometric case. Further, once stability
conditions are known to exist, one can try to analyze the corresponding moduli spaces of
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CATEGORICAL CONES AND QUADRATIC HOMOLOGICAL PROJECTIVE DUALITY 9

semistable objects by relating them to the case of geometric Calabi-Yau threefolds; this would
be a higher-dimensional version of the approach to studying moduli spaces of objects in the
K3 category of a cubic fourfold carried out in [1].

1.7. Conventions

In this paper, we follow the conventions laid out in [25, §1.7], which we briefly summarize
here. All schemes are quasi-compact and separated, and we work relative to a fixed base
scheme S . For the applications in §5 and §6, we assume the base scheme S is the spectrum of
an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0. A vector bundle V on a scheme T means a
finite locally free OT -module of constant rank; we use the convention that

P.V / D PT .V / D Proj.Sym�.V _//! T

with OP.V /.1/ normalized so that its pushfoward to T is V _. A subbundle W � V is an
inclusion of vector bundles whose cokernel is a vector bundle. Given such a W � V , its
orthogonal is the subbundle of V _ given by

W ? D ker.V _ ! W _/:

By abuse of notation, given a line bundle L or a divisor class D on a scheme T , we denote
still by L or D its pullback to any variety mapping to T . Similarly, if X ! T is a morphism
and V is a vector bundle on T , we sometimes write V ˝OX for the pullback of V to X .

Given morphisms of schemes X ! T and Y ! T , the symbol X �T Y denotes their
derived fiber product (see [28, 9]), which agrees with the usual fiber product of schemes
wheneverX and Y are Tor-independent over T . We write fiber products over our fixed base S
as absolute fiber products, i.e., X � Y WD X �S Y .

We work with linear categories as reviewed in [25, §1.6 and Appendix A]. In partic-
ular, given a scheme X over T , we denote by Perf.X/ its category of perfect complexes
and by Db

coh.X/ its bounded derived category of coherent sheaves, regarded as T -linear
categories.

If C is a T -linear category and T 0 ! T is a morphism of schemes, we denote by

CT 0 D C ˝Perf.T / Perf.T 0/

the base change of C along T 0 ! T . IfZ � T is a closed subset, we say C is supported overZ
if CU ' 0, where U D T nZ. If U � T is an open subset, we say C is supported over U if the
restriction functor C ! CU is an equivalence.

All functors considered in this paper (pullback, pushforward, tensor product) will be
taken in the derived sense. Recall that for a morphism of schemes f WX ! Y the push-
forward f� is right adjoint to the pullback f �. Sometimes, we need other adjoint functors
as well. Provided they exist, we denote by f Š the right adjoint of f�WPerf.X/ ! Perf.Y /
and by fŠ the left adjoint of f �WPerf.Y / ! Perf.X/, so that .fŠ; f �; f�; f Š/ is an adjoint
sequence.

Remark 1.9. – The above adjoint functors all exist if f WX ! Y is a morphism between
schemes which are smooth and projective over S (see [25, Remark 1.9]); this will be satisfied
in all of the cases where we need f Š and fŠ in the paper.
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1.8. Organization of the paper

In §2 we review preliminaries on HPD. In §3 we define categorical cones, study their
basic properties, and relate them to categorical joins. In §4 we prove Theorem 1.1 on HPD
for categorical cones. In §5 we introduce standard categorical resolutions of quadrics, and
prove the HPD Result Theorem 1.3 for them and the quadratic HPD theorem stated as
Theorem 1.4 above. Finally, in §6 we establish the applications discussed in §1.5 and §1.6.
In the appendix we prove some results in the context of HPD that are used in the paper.

1.9. Acknowledgements
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2. Preliminaries on HPD

In this section, we discuss preliminary material on HPD that will be needed in the rest
of the paper. We fix a vector bundle V over our base scheme S . We denote by N the
rank of V and by H the relative hyperplane class on the projective bundle P.V / such that
O.H/ D OP.V /.1/.

2.1. Lefschetz categories

The fundamental objects of HPD are Lefschetz categories. We summarize the basic defi-
nitions following [32, §6].

Definition 2.1. – Let T be a scheme over S with a line bundle L. Let A be a T -linear
category. An admissible S -linear subcategory A0 � A is called a Lefschetz center of A with
respect to L if the subcategories Ai � A, i 2 Z, determined by

Ai D Ai�1 \ ?.A0 ˝ L�i / ; i � 1(2.1)

Ai D AiC1 \ .A0 ˝ L�i /?; i � �1(2.2)

are right admissible in A for i � 1, left admissible in A for i � �1, vanish for all i
of sufficiently large absolute value, say for ji j � m, and provide S -linear semiorthogonal
decompositions

A D hA0;A1 ˝ L; : : : ;Am�1 ˝ Lm�1i;(2.3)

A D hA1�m ˝ L1�m; : : : ;A�1 ˝ L�1;A0i:(2.4)

The categories Ai , i 2 Z, are called the Lefschetz components of the Lefschetz center
A0 � A. The semiorthogonal decompositions (2.3) and (2.4) are called the right Lefschetz
decomposition and the left Lefschetz decomposition of A. The minimal m above is called the
length of the Lefschetz decompositions.
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The Lefschetz components form two (different in general) chains of (left or right) admis-
sible subcategories

(2.5) 0 � A1�m � � � � � A�1 � A0 � A1 � � � � � Am�1 � 0:

Note that the assumption of right or left admissibility of Ai in A is equivalent to the
assumption of right or left admissibility in A0.

Definition 2.2. – A Lefschetz categoryA overP.V / is aP.V /-linear category equipped
with a Lefschetz center A0 � A with respect to O.H/. The length of A is the length of its
Lefschetz decompositions, and is denoted by length.A/.

Given Lefschetz categories A and B over P.V /, an equivalence of Lefschetz categories
or a Lefschetz equivalence is a P.V /-linear equivalence A ' B which induces an S -linear
equivalence A0 ' B0 of centers.

Remark 2.3. – By [32, Lemma 6.3], if the subcategories Ai � A are admissible for all
i � 0 or all i � 0, then the length m defined above satisfies

m D min f i � 0 j Ai D 0 g D min f i � 0 j A�i D 0 g :

Remark 2.4. – If A is smooth and proper over S , then in order for a subcategory
A0 � A to be a Lefschetz center, it is enough to give only one of the semiorthogonal
decompositions (2.3) or (2.4). This follows from [32, Lemmas 4.15 and 6.3].

For i � 1 the i -th right primitive component ai of a Lefschetz center is defined as the right
orthogonal to AiC1 in Ai , i.e.,

ai D A?iC1 \Ai ;
so that

(2.6) Ai D hai ;AiC1i D hai ; aiC1; : : : ; am�1i :

Similarly, for i � �1 the i -th left primitive component ai of a Lefschetz center is the left
orthogonal to Ai�1 in Ai , i.e.,

ai D
?Ai�1 \Ai ;

so that

(2.7) Ai D hAi�1; ai i D ha1�m; : : : ; ai�1; ai i :

For i D 0, we have both right and left primitive components, defined by

aC0 D A?1 \A0 and a�0 D
?A�1 \A0;

and then (2.6) and (2.7) hold true for i D 0with aC0 taking the place of a0 for the first and a�0
for the second.

For HPD we will need to consider Lefschetz categories that satisfy certain “strongness”
and “moderateness” conditions, defined below.

Definition 2.5. – A Lefschetz categoryA is called right strong if all of its right primitive
components aC0; ai , i � 1, are admissible in A, left strong if all of its left primitive compo-
nents a�0; ai , i � �1, are admissible in A, and strong if all of its primitive components are
admissible.
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Remark 2.6. – If A is smooth and proper over S , then any Lefschetz structure on A is
automatically strong, see [32, Remark 6.7].

By [32, Corollary 6.19(1)], the length of a Lefschetz category A over P.V / satisfies

(2.8) length.A/ � rank.V /:

Definition 2.7. – A Lefschetz category A over P.V / is called moderate if its length
satisfies the strict inequality

length.A/ < rank.V /:

Moderateness of a Lefschetz category A is a very mild condition, see [25, Remark 2.12].

There are many examples of interesting Lefschetz categories, see [17] for a survey; the most
basic is the following.

Example 2.8. – Let 0 ¤ W � V be a subbundle of rank m > 0. The morphism
P.W /! P.V / induces a P.V /-linear structure on Perf.P.W //. Pullback along the projec-
tion P.W / ! S gives an embedding Perf.S/ � Perf.P.W //; its image is a Lefschetz center
in Perf.P.W // and provides it with the structure of a strong Lefschetz category over P.V /.
The corresponding right and left Lefschetz decompositions are given by Orlov’s projective
bundle formulas:

Perf.P.W // D hPerf.S/;Perf.S/.H/; : : : ;Perf.S/..m � 1/H/i ;

Perf.P.W // D hPerf.S/..1 �m/H/; : : : ;Perf.S/.�H/;Perf.S/i :

We call this the standard Lefschetz structure on P.W /. Note that the length of Perf.P.W //
is m, so it is a moderate Lefschetz category as long as W ¤ V .

2.2. The HPD category

Let H 0 denote the relative hyperplane class on P.V _/ such that O.H 0/ D OP.V_/.1/. Let

ıWH.P.V //! P.V / � P.V _/:

be the natural incidence divisor. We think of H.P.V // as the universal hyperplane in P.V /.
If X is a scheme with a morphism X ! P.V /, then the universal hyperplane section of X is
defined by

H.X/ D X �P.V / H.P.V //:

This definition extends directly to linear categories as follows.

Definition 2.9. – Let A be a P.V /-linear category. The universal hyperplane section
of A is defined by

H.A/ D A˝Perf.P.V // Perf.H.P.V ///:
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We sometimes use the more elaborate notation

H.X=P.V // D H.X/ and H.A=P.V // D H.A/

to emphasize the universal hyperplane section is being taken with respect to P.V /.
There is a commutative diagram

(2.9)

H.P.V //
�

uu

ı

��

h

))

P.V / P.V / � P.V _/pr1

oo
pr2

// P.V _/:

Here we follow the notation of [25, §2.2] and deviate slightly from the notation of [32], where
the morphisms � , ı, and h are instead denoted p, �, and f . For a P.V /-linear category A
there are canonical identifications

A˝Perf.P.V // Perf.P.V / � P.V _// ' A˝ Perf.P.V _//; A˝Perf.P.V // Perf.P.V // ' A;

by which we will regard the functors induced by morphisms in (2.9) as functors

ı�WH.A/! A˝ Perf.P.V _//; ��WH.A/! A;

and so on. The following definition differs from the original in [12], but is equivalent to it
by [25, Lemma 2.22].

Definition 2.10. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P.V /. Then the HPD cate-
gory A\ of A is the full P.V _/-linear subcategory of H.A/ defined by

(2.10) A\ D fC 2 H.A/ j ı�.C / 2 A0 ˝ Perf.P.V _// g :

We sometimes use the notation
.A=P.V //\ D A\

to emphasize the dependence on the P.V /-linear structure.

Remark 2.11. – The HPD category A\ depends on the choice of the Lefschetz center
A0 � A, although this is suppressed in the notation. For instance, for the “stupid” Lefschetz
center A0 D A we have A\ D H.A/.

A less trivial example of HPD is the following.

Example 2.12. – Consider the Lefschetz category Perf.P.W // of Example 2.8 and
assume 0 ⊊ W ⊊ V . Then by [12, Corollary 8.3] there is a Lefschetz equivalence

Perf.P.W //\ ' Perf.P.W ?//:

This is usually referred to as linear HPD.

IfA is a Lefschetz category overP.V / of lengthm, there is aP.V _/-linear semiorthogonal
decomposition
(2.11)

H.A/ D
D
A\; ı�.A1.H/˝ Perf.P.V _///; : : : ; ı�.Am�1..m � 1/H/˝ Perf.P.V _///

E
:

Moreover, A\ is an admissible subcategory in H.A/, i.e., its inclusion functor

(2.12)  WA\ ! H.A/
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has both left and right adjoints �;  ŠWH.A/! A\. Further, if A is a right strong moderate
Lefschetz category, thenA\ is equipped with a natural left strong moderate Lefschetz struc-
ture over P.V _/ with center A\0 D ���.A0/, see [32, Theorem 8.7].

Remark 2.13. – When A is smooth and proper, the HPD operation is an involution;
in other words, the double dual category A\\ is naturally Lefschetz equivalent to A. In a
more general situation, the inverse operation to HPD duality is called “left HPD”, see [32,
Definition 7.1]. The left HPD category \A is defined analogously to Definition 2.10, one just
needs to replace the right adjoint functor ı� of ı� by its left adjoint ıŠ in (2.10), see [32, (7.4)].
Alternatively, one can replace in (2.11) the right orthogonal to the components coming from
the ambient variety by the left orthogonal, see [32, (7.2)]. Then there are natural Lefschetz
equivalences

\.A\/ ' A ' .\A/\:
See [32, Theorem 8.9] for the first equivalence; the second is analogous. In particular,
these equivalences imply that showing a Lefschetz equivalence A\ ' B is equivalent to
showing A ' \B. We will use this observation in the paper.

2.3. Categorical joins

In this section, we summarize some of our results on categorical joins from [25]. Let V1
and V2 be vector bundles on S . Denote by Hi the relative hyperplane class of P.Vi / such
that O.Hi / Š OP.Vi /.1/.

The universal resolved join is defined as the P1-bundle

(2.13) QJ.P.V1/;P.V2// D PP.V1/�P.V2/.O.�H1/˚O.�H2//:

The canonical embedding of vector bundles on QJ.P.V1/;P.V2//

O.�H1/˚O.�H2/ ,! .V1 ˝O/˚ .V2 ˝O/ D .V1 ˚ V2/˝O

induces a morphism
f W QJ.P.V1/;P.V2//! P.V1 ˚ V2/

which can be identified with a blowup along P.V1/ t P.V2/ � P.V1 ˚ V2/ with exceptional
divisors

E1 D PP.V1/�P.V2/.O.�H1// Š P.V1/ � P.V2/
"1
,! QJ.P.V1/;P.V2//;

E2 D PP.V1/�P.V2/.O.�H2// Š P.V1/ � P.V2/
"2
,! QJ.P.V1/;P.V2//:

This situation is summarized in the following commutative diagram

(2.14)

P.V1/ � P.V2/

E1 "1

//

��

88

�

QJ.P.V1/;P.V2//

f

��

p

OO

E2"2

oo

��

ff

�

P.V1/ // P.V1 ˚ V2/ P.V2/,oo

where p is the canonical projection morphism.
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Definition 2.14. – Let A1 be a P.V1/-linear category and A2 a P.V2/-linear category.
The resolved join of A1 and A2 is the category

QJ.A1;A2/ D
�
A1 ˝A2

�
˝Perf.P.V1/�P.V2// Perf. QJ.P.V1/;P.V2///:

Further, for k D 1; 2, we define

Ek.A1;A2/ D
�
A1 ˝A2

�
˝Perf.P.V1/�P.V2// Perf.Ek/ ' A1 ˝A2:

We define the categorical join of Lefschetz categories over P.V1/ and P.V2/ as a certain
subcategory of the resolved join.

Definition 2.15. – Let A1 and A2 be Lefschetz categories over P.V1/ and P.V2/ with
Lefschetz centers A10 and A20. The categorical join J .A1;A2/ of A1 and A2 is defined by

J .A1;A2/ D
(
C 2 QJ.A1;A2/

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ "�1.C / 2 A1 ˝A20 � E1.A1;A2/;

"�2.C / 2 A10 ˝A2 � E2.A1;A2/

)
:

The categorical join is an admissible subcategory in the resolved join; its orthogonal
complements are supported on the exceptional divisors Ek and can be explicitly described
in terms of Lefschetz components of A1 and A2, see [25, Lemma 3.12]. Furthermore,
J .A1;A2/ is smooth and proper as soon as both A1 and A2 are [25, Lemma 3.14]. Note
also that the categorical join depends on the choice of Lefschetz centers for A1 and A2,
although this is suppressed in the notation. Finally, by [25, Theorem 3.21], J .A1;A2/ has a
natural Lefschetz structure with center

(2.15) J .A1;A2/0 D p�
�
A10 ˝A20

�
� J .A1;A2/:

It is right or left strong if bothA1 andA2 are, its length is equal to length.A1/C length.A2/,
and its Lefschetz and primitive components can be explicitly described, see [25, (3.14), (3.15),
(3.16), and Lemma 3.24]. The main property of categorical joins is that they commute with
HPD in the following sense.

Theorem 2.16 ([25, Theorem 4.1]). – LetA1 andA2 be right strong, moderate Lefschetz
categories over P.V1/ and P.V2/. Then there is an equivalence

J .A1;A2/\ ' J ..A1/\; .A2/\/

of Lefschetz categories over P.V _1 ˚ V _2 /.

By [25, Proposition 3.17] the fiber product of J .A1;A2/ with any P.V1 ˚ V2/-linear
category supported over the complement of P.V1/tP.V2/ is equivalent to the fiber product
of the resolved join with the same category. If �WV1

�
�! V2 is an isomorphism, the graph

of � in P.V1 ˚ V2/ is contained in the complement of P.V1/ t P.V2/ and its fiber product
with QJ.A1;A2/ is equivalent to A1 ˝Perf.P.V1// A2. A combination of this observation with
Theorem 2.16 and the main theorem of HPD gives the following result, which we call the
Nonlinear HPD Theorem.
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Theorem 2.17 ([25, Theorem 5.5]). – LetA1 andA2 be right strong, moderate Lefschetz
categories over projective bundles P.V1/ and P.V2/, where V1 and V2 have the same rank

r D rank.V1/ D rank.V2/:

LetW be a vector bundle on S equipped with isomorphisms �k WW
�
��! Vk for k D 1; 2, and let

.�_
k
/�1WW _

�
��! V _

k
be the inverse dual isomorphisms. Set

m D length.A1/C length.A2/ and m\ D length..A1/\/C length..A2/\/:

For i; j 2 Z let Ji and J \j be the Lefschetz components of J .A1;A2/ and J ..A1/\; .A2/\/
respectively. Denote by H and H 0 the relative hyperplane classes on P.W / and P.W _/. Then
there are semiorthogonal decompositions

A1P.W / ˝Perf.P.W // A2P.W /(2.16)

D
˝
KW .A1;A2/;Jr .H/; : : : ;Jm�1..m � r/H/

˛
;

.A1/\P.W _/˝Perf.P.W _//.A2/\P.W _/(2.17)

D

D
J \
1�m\..r �m

\/H 0/; : : : ;J \�r .�H 0/;K0W _..A
1/\; .A2/\/

E
;

and an S -linear equivalence

KW .A1;A2/ ' K0W _..A
1/\; .A2/\/:

In the case whereA2 and .A2/\ is an HPD pair from Example 2.12, this recovers the main
theorem of HPD.

2.4. Categorical resolutions

Finally, we recall the notion of a categorical resolution of singularities developed in [14],
which we will need later.

Definition 2.18. – Given a projective variety Y over a field k, a k-linear category C is
called a categorical resolution ofY if C is smooth and proper and there exists a pair of functors

��W C ! Db
coh.Y / and ��WPerf.Y /! C;

such that �� is left adjoint to ��, and �� is fully faithful. If further �� is both left and right
adjoint to ��, then the categorical resolution C is called weakly crepant.

If � WX ! Y is a morphism from a smooth proper scheme such that ��OX Š OY
(for instance, if Y has rational singularities and � is a resolution of singularities) then the
pullback and the pushforward functors provide Db

coh.X/ D Perf.X/ with a structure of a
categorical resolution of Y (and if the singularities of Y are worse than rational, a categorical
resolution of Y was constructed in [22]). Such a resolution is weakly crepant if and only if
KX=Y D 0, i.e., if and only if the morphism � is crepant.

Remark 2.19. – The notion of a categorical resolution and weak crepancy extends to
the noncommutative case where Y is replaced with an admissible subcategoryA � Db

coh.Y /;
thenAperf D A\Perf.Y / plays the role of Perf.Y /. In this case, we say that C is a categorical
resolution (or weakly crepant categorical resolution) of Aperf.
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3. Categorical cones

In this section, we introduce the operation of taking the categorical cone of a Lefschetz
category. This operation is closely related to that of a categorical join reviewed in §2.3; in
fact, in §3.3 we show that under a splitting assumption, categorical cones can be described
in terms of categorical joins.

We fix an exact sequence

(3.1) 0! V0 ! V ! NV ! 0

of vector bundles on S . We write H0, H , and NH for the relative hyperplane classes on the
projective bundles P.V0/, P.V /, and P. NV /, and denote by N0 the rank of V0.

3.1. Resolved cones

Let V be the vector bundle on P. NV / defined as the preimage of the line subbundle
O.� NH/ � NV ˝ OP. NV / under the surjection V ˝ OP. NV / !

NV ˝ OP. NV /, so that on P. NV / we
have a commutative diagram

(3.2)

0 // V0 ˝OP. NV /
// V //

��

O.� NH/ //

��

0

0 // V0 ˝OP. NV /
// V ˝OP. NV /

// NV ˝OP. NV /
// 0

with exact rows. If (3.1) is split then V Š V0 ˝O˚O.� NH/.
Now let X ! P. NV / be a morphism of schemes. Then the resolved cone over X with

vertex P.V0/ is defined as the projective bundle

(3.3) QCV0
.X/ D PX .VX /;

where VX denotes the pullback of V to X . The embedding VX ,! V ˝ OX induced by the
middle vertical arrow in (3.2) gives a morphism

QCV0
.X/! P.V /:

IfX ! P. NV / is an embedding, then this morphism factors birationally through the classical
cone CV0

.X/ � P.V /, and provides a resolution of singularities if X is smooth.
Note that there is an isomorphism

(3.4) QCV0
.X/ Š X �P. NV /

QCV0
.P. NV //:

Motivated by this, we call QCV0
.P. NV // D PP. NV /.V/ the universal resolved cone with

vertex P.V0/. Denote by
NpW QCV0

.P. NV //! P. NV /
the canonical projection morphism. Note that the rank of V isN0C 1, so Np is a PN0 -bundle.
Further, denote by

f W QCV0
.P. NV //! P.V /

the morphism induced by the canonical embedding V ,! V ˝OP. NV / from (3.2). Define

E D PP. NV /.V0 ˝OP. NV // Š P.V0/ � P. NV /
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and let
"WE! QCV0

.P. NV //
be the canonical divisorial embedding induced by the first map in the top row of (3.2). We
have a commutative diagram

(3.5)

E " //

��

QCV0
.P. NV //

f

��

Np
// P. NV /

P.V0/ // P.V /;

where the bottom arrow is the natural embedding. The isomorphism E Š P.V0/ � P. NV / is
induced by the product of the vertical arrow and Np ı ".

The next result follows easily from the definitions.

Lemma 3.1. – The following hold:

(1) The morphism f W QCV0
.P. NV // ! P.V / is the blowup of P.V / in P.V0/, with exceptional

divisor E.

(2) The O.1/ line bundle for the projective bundle NpW QCV0
.P. NV //! P. NV / is O.H/.

(3) We have the following equality of divisors modulo linear equivalence:

E D H � NH; H jE D H0:

(4) The relative dualizing complex of the morphism Np is given by

! Np Š det. Np�V_/.�.N0 C 1/H/ŒN0�:

Following (3.4) we define the resolved cone of a category linear over P. NV / by base change
from the universal resolved cone.

Definition 3.2. – Let A be a P. NV /-linear category. The resolved cone over A with
vertex P.V0/ is the category

QCV0
.A/ D A˝Perf.P. NV // Perf. QCV0

.P. NV ///:

Further, we define
E.A/ D A˝Perf.P. NV // Perf.E/:

Remark 3.3. – The isomorphism E Š P.V0/ � P. NV / induces a canonical equivalence

E.A/ ' Perf.P.V0//˝A:

We identify these categories via this equivalence; in particular, below we will regard subcate-
gories of the right side as subcategories of the left. Furthermore, using this identification the
morphism " from (3.5) induces functors between Perf.P.V0//˝A and QCV0

.A/.

Remark 3.4. – If X is a scheme over P. NV /, then by the isomorphism (3.4) and [2,
Theorem 1.2] the resolved cone satisfies

QCV0
.Perf.X// ' Perf. QCV0

.X//:
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Remark 3.5. – Resolved cones are functorial in the same way as resolved joins, see [25,
Lemma 3.5]. Namely, given a P. NV /-linear functor  WA ! B, its base change along the
morphism QCV0

.P. NV //! P. NV / gives a P.V /-linear functor

QCV0
./W QCV0

.A/! QCV0
.B/:

Moreover, if �WB! A is a left adjoint functor to  , then QCV0
.�/ is left adjoint to QCV0

./,
and similarly for right adjoints, see [32, Lemma 2.12].

3.2. Categorical cones

We define the categorical cone of a Lefschetz category over P. NV / as a certain subcategory
of the resolved cone, similarly to Definition 2.15 of a categorical join.

Definition 3.6. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P. NV / with Lefschetz center A0.
The categorical cone CV0

.A/ over A with vertex P.V0/ is the subcategory of QCV0
.A/ defined

by

CV0
.A/ D

n
C 2 QCV0

.A/ j "�.C / 2 Perf.P.V0//˝A0 � E.A/
o
:

Here, we have used the identification of Remark 3.3. If A D Perf.X/ for a scheme X
over P. NV /, we abbreviate notation by writing

CV0
.X/ D CV0

.Perf.X//:

Remark 3.7. – The categorical cone depends on the choice of a Lefschetz center
for A, although this is suppressed in the notation. For instance, for the “stupid” Lefschetz
center A0 D A, the condition in the definition is void, so CV0

.A/ D QCV0
.A/.

We note that if V0 D 0, then taking the categorical cone does nothing:

Lemma 3.8. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P. NV /. If V0 D 0 then CV0
.A/ ' A.

Proof. – If V0 D 0 then V Š OP. NV /.�
NH/ by (3.2), hence QCV0

.P. NV // D PP. NV /.V/ Š P. NV /
and QCV0

.A/ ' A. Furthermore, the divisor E is empty in this case, hence the defining
condition of CV0

.A/ � QCV0
.A/ is void and CV0

.A/ D QCV0
.A/.

Lemma 3.9. – LetA be a Lefschetz category over P. NV / of length m. Then the categorical
cone CV0

.A/ is an admissible P.V /-linear subcategory of QCV0
.A/, and there are P.V /-linear

semiorthogonal decompositions

QCV0
.A/ D

D
CV0

.A/; "Š
�
Perf.P.V0//˝A1. NH/

�
; : : : ; "Š

�
Perf.P.V0//˝Am�1..m � 1/ NH/

�E
;

(3.6)

QCV0
.A/ D

D
"�
�
Perf.P.V0//˝A1�m..1 �m/ NH/

�
; : : : ; "�

�
Perf.P.V0//˝A�1.� NH/

�
; CV0

.A/
E
;

(3.7)

where "Š denotes the left adjoint of "�.

Proof. – Apply [25, Proposition 3.11] with T D P. NV /, Y D QCV0
.P. NV //, and E D E.

Then in the notation of that proposition, AY D QCV0
.A/ and AE D E.A/ D Perf.P.V0//˝A,

and the result follows.
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Example 3.10. – Let NW � NV be a subbundle, so that P. NW / � P. NV /. The classical cone
over P. NW /with vertex P.V0/ is given by CV0

.P. NW // D P.W /, whereW � V is the preimage
of NW under the epimorphism V ! NV . Consider the Lefschetz structure on P. NW / defined in
Example 2.8. Then it follows from Lemma 3.1 and Orlov’s blowup formula that the pullback
functor f �WPerf.P.W //! Perf. QCV0

.P. NW /// induces an equivalence

Perf.P.W // ' CV0
.P. NW //:

Further, Theorem 3.21 below equips CV0
.P. NW // with a canonical Lefschetz structure, with

respect to which this equivalence is easily seen to be a Lefschetz equivalence.

Lemma 3.11. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P. NV / which is smooth and proper
over S . Then the categorical cone CV0

.A/ is smooth and proper over S .

Proof. – Being the base change ofA along the projective bundle NpW QCV0
.P. NV //! P. NV /,

the resolved cone QCV0
.A/ is smooth and proper over S by [32, Lemma 4.11]. Hence the result

follows from Lemma 3.9 and [32, Lemma 4.15].

Proposition 3.12. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P. NV /. Let T ! P.V / be a
morphism of schemes which factors through the complement of P.V0/ in P.V /. Then there are
T -linear equivalences

CV0
.A/T ' QCV0

.A/T ' AT ;
where the base change of A is taken along the morphism T ! P. NV / obtained by composing
T ! P.V / with the linear projection from P.V0/ � P.V /.

Proof. – By Lemma 3.1, the morphism f W QCV0
.P. NV // ! P.V / is an isomorphism

over the complement of P.V0/. Hence there is an isomorphism QCV0
.P. NV //T Š T . The

equivalence QCV0
.A/T ' AT then follows from the definition of the resolved cone. Further,

the components to the right of CV0
.A/ in (3.6) are supported over P.V0/, hence their base

changes along T ! P. NV / vanish. This shows CV0
.A/T ' QCV0

.A/T .

For future use we fix the following immediate corollary of the proposition.

Corollary 3.13. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P. NV /. Let T ! P.V / be a
morphism of schemes which factors through the complement of P.V0/ in P.V /, and such that
the composition T ! P. NV / is an isomorphism. Then there is an equivalence

CV0
.A/T ' A:

3.3. Relation to categorical joins

In this subsection, we assume V0 ¤ 0 and we are given a splitting of (3.1):

V D V0 ˚ NV :

Under these assumptions, we relate the cone operations discussed above (classical, resolved,
and categorical) to taking a join (in the corresponding senses) with P.V0/.

The relation between the classical operations is easy: if X � P. NV / is a closed subscheme,
then the classical join ofX with P.V0/ coincides with the cone overX with vertex P.V0/, i.e.,

J.P.V0/; X/ D CV0
.X/ � P.V /:
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Note that the assumption V0 ¤ 0 is necessary for this equality; if V0 D 0 then P.V0/ D ;
and hence J.P.V0/; X/ D ;, while CV0

.X/ D X .

Next we compare the universal resolved join (2.13) to the universal resolved cone

QCV0
.P. NV // D PP. NV /..V0 ˝OP. NV //˚O.� NH//:

The natural embedding O.�H0/ ,! V0 ˝OP. NV / induces a morphism

ˇW QJ.P.V0/;P. NV //! QCV0
.P. NV //:

Denoting Z D PP. NV /.O.� NH// Š P. NV / � QCV0
.P. NV //, the diagram (2.14) (with V1 D V0

and V2 D NV ) and the diagram (3.5) merge to a commutative diagram

E1 //

��

�

QJ.P.V0/;P. NV //

ˇ

��

E2oo

��

E //

��

QCV0
.P. NV //

��

Zoo

��

�

P.V0/ // P.V0 ˚ NV / P. NV /,oo

where under the isomorphisms E2 Š P.V0/ � P. NV / and Z Š P. NV /, the map E2 ! Z is
identified with the projection.

Lemma 3.14. – The morphism ˇW QJ.P.V0/;P. NV //! QCV0
.P. NV // defined above is the

blowup of QCV0
.P. NV // in Z, with exceptional divisor E2.

Proof. – Follows from Lemma 3.1(1) and [25, Lemma 3.1(1)].

Using this, we can finally compare categorical joins and cones. We consider the categorical
join J .P.V0/;A/ of Perf.P.V0// (with the standard Lefschetz structure from Example 2.8)
and a Lefschetz category A over P. NV /.

Proposition 3.15. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P. NV /, and let V0 be a nonzero
vector bundle on S . Then there is an equivalence

CV0
.A/ ' J .P.V0/;A/

of P.V0 ˚ NV /-linear categories. More precisely, pullback and pushforward along the blowup
morphism ˇW QJ.P.V0/;P. NV //! QCV0

.P. NV // give functors

ˇ�W QCV0
.A/! QJ.P.V0/;A/;

ˇ�W QJ.P.V0/;A/! QCV0
.A/;

which induce mutually inverse equivalences between the subcategories

CV0
.A/ � QCV0

.A/ and J .P.V0/;A/ � QJ.P.V0/;A/:
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Moreover, for any P. NV /-linear functor  WA! B there are commutative diagrams

(3.8)

QJ.P.V0/;A/
QJ.id;/

//

ˇ�
��

QJ.P.V0/;B/

ˇ�
��

QCV0
.A/

QCV0
./

// QCV0
.B/

and

QJ.P.V0/;A/
QJ.id;/

// QJ.P.V0/;B/

QCV0
.A/

QCV0
./

//

ˇ�

OO

QCV0
.B/;

ˇ�

OO

where the functor QJ.id; / is defined for resolved joins in the same way as QCV0
./ for cones,

see [25, (3.4)].

Proof. – Diagrams (3.8) are obtained from the functor  by base change along the
morphism ˇ.

Lemma 3.14 together with Orlov’s blowup formula implies ˇ�W QCV0
.A/! QJ.P.V0/;A/ is

fully faithful and gives an equivalence onto the subcategory

ˇ�. QCV0
.A// D

n
C 2 QJ.P.V0/;A/ j "�2.C / 2 Perf.S/˝A � E2.Perf.P.V0//;A/

o
with the inverse functor given by ˇ�. Since ˇ maps E1 isomorphically onto E, it thus follows
from Definition 3.6 that ˇ� induces an equivalence from CV0

.A/ onto the subcategory

ˇ�.CV0
.A// D

(
C 2 QJ.P.V0/;A/

ˇ̌̌̌
ˇ "�1.C / 2 Perf.P.V0//˝A0 � E1.Perf.P.V0//;A/;
"�2.C / 2 Perf.S/˝A � E2.Perf.P.V0//;A/

)
;

with the inverse equivalence induced by ˇ�. But by Definition 2.15 this subcategory coincides
with J .P.V0/;A/ since Perf.S/ is the Lefschetz center of Perf.P.V0//.

Remark 3.16. – Proposition 3.15 does not apply if V0 D 0. Indeed, if V0 D 0 then
P.V0/ D ; and hence J .P.V0/;A/ D 0, while CV0

.A/ ' A by Lemma 3.8.

Remark 3.17. – In Theorem 3.21 we will equip any categorical cone with a canonical
Lefschetz structure in such a way that the equivalence CV0

.A/ ' J .P.V0/;A/ of Proposi-
tion 3.15 is an equivalence of Lefschetz categories.

Remark 3.18. – LetA1 andA2 be Lefschetz categories over P.V1/ and P.V2/, where V1
and V2 are nonzero. Then there is a P.V1 ˚ V2/-linear equivalence

J .A1;A2/ ' CV1
.A2/˝Perf.P.V1˚V2// CV2

.A1/:

This can be proved either directly, or (in its dual form) by combining Corollary 4.3 below
and [25, Corollary B.4]. The right side can be endowed with a semiorthogonal decomposi-
tion by an application of [25, Corollary 5.3], which can be shown to be a Lefschetz decompo-
sition compatible with the Lefschetz structure of the left side. Note also that the equivalence
of Proposition 3.15 is a special case of this. Indeed, take A1 D P.V1/ and use the equiva-
lence CV2

.P.V1// ' Perf.P.V1 ˚ V2// of Example 3.10. We omit further details as we shall
not need this.
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3.4. The Lefschetz structure of a categorical cone

Our goal in this subsection is to equip any categorical cone with a canonical Lefschetz
structure.

Lemma 3.19. – LetA be a Lefschetz category over P. NV /. Then the image ofA0 under the
functor Np�WA ! QCV0

.A/ is contained in the categorical cone CV0
.A/. If Ai are the Lefschetz

components ofA, then Np�.Ai / � CV0
.A/ is left admissible for i < 0, admissible for i D 0, and

right admissible for i > 0.

Proof. – Because the morphism NpW QCV0
.P. NV // ! P. NV / is a projective bundle, the pull-

back functor Np�WPerf.P. NV // ! Perf. QCV0
.P. NV /// is fully faithful and admits left and right

adjoints. Thus the same holds for its base change Np�WA ! QCV0
.A/ (see [32, Lemma 2.12]).

Further, by Definition 3.6 we see that the image ofA0 under Np� is contained in CV0
.A/. The

result follows.

Definition 3.20. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P. NV /. For i 2 Z, we define a
subcategory CV0

.A/i � CV0
.A/ by

(3.9) CV0
.A/i D

8̂̂<̂
:̂
Np�.AiCN0

/ if i � �N0,

Np�.A0/ if �N0 � i � N0,

Np�.Ai�N0
/ if i � N0,

where N0 is the rank of V0.

Note that the containment CV0
.A/i � CV0

.A/ holds by Lemma 3.19.

Theorem 3.21. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P. NV /. Then the categorical
cone CV0

.A/ has the structure of a Lefschetz category over P.V / with Lefschetz compo-
nents CV0

.A/i given by (3.9). IfA is either right or left strong, then so is CV0
.A/. Moreover, we

have
length.CV0

.A// D length.A/CN0;
and CV0

.A/ is moderate if and only if A is moderate.

One could prove this directly by an analogue of the argument of [25, §3.4]. However, we
prefer to reduce to the case of categorical joins using Proposition 3.15 and the local-to-global
result of Lemma A.6.

Proof. – We may also assume V0 ¤ 0, otherwise the result is trivial. The key claim is that
we have semiorthogonal decompositions

CV0
.A/ D

˝
C0; C1.H/; : : : ; CmCN0�1..mCN0 � 1/H/

˛
;(3.10)

CV0
.A/ D

˝
C1�m�N0

..1 �m �N0/H/; : : : ; C�1.�H/; C0
˛
;(3.11)

where Ci D CV0
.A/i andm D length.A/. By Lemma A.6—whose hypotheses are satisfied by

Lemma 3.19— it is enough to prove (3.10) and (3.11) after base change to any fpqc cover ofS .
Therefore, we may assume that we have a splittingV D V0˚ NV of (3.1). Then Proposition 3.15
gives an equivalence

CV0
.A/ ' J .P.V0/;A/:
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By [25, Theorem 3.21] the categorical join J .P.V0/;A/ has the structure of a Lefschetz
category of length length.A/ C N0. By Example 2.8 the nonzero primitive components pi
of Perf.P.V0// are p˙.N0�1/ D Perf.S/, hence the second formula of [25, Lemma 3.24] shows
that the Lefschetz components Ji � J .P.V0/;A/ are equal to

Ji D

8̂̂<̂
:̂
p�pr�2.AiCN0

/ if i � �N0,

p�pr�2.A0/ if �N0 � i � N0,

p�pr�2.Ai�N0
/ if i � N0,

Using the commutative diagram

QJ.P.V0/;P. NV //
p
//

ˇ

��

P.V0/ � P. NV /

pr2

��

QCV0
.P. NV //

Np
// P. NV /

it is easy to see the equivalence CV0
.A/ ' J .P.V0/;A/ identifies Ci with Ji ; thus the

decompositions (3.10) and (3.11) hold.

By [25, Lemma 2.4] and Lemma 3.19, we thus deduce that C0 � CV0
.A/ is a Lefschetz

center with Ci , i 2 Z, the corresponding Lefschetz components. The strongness claims follow
from the definitions and Lemma 3.19, and the claims about the length and moderateness
of CV0

.A/ follow from the definitions.

4. HPD for categorical cones

In this section we show that (under suitable hypotheses) the formation of categorical cones
commutes with HPD. We formulate the theorem in a way that allows for extensions of the
base projective bundle (in the sense of Definition A.7), because this extra generality is useful
in applications.

Theorem 4.1. – Let V be a vector bundle on S , let

V0 � V and V1 � V
_

be subbundles such that the natural pairing V ˝V _ ! OS is zero on V0˝V1, so that we have
a pair of filtrations

(4.1) 0 � V0 � V
?
1 � V and 0 � V1 � V

?
0 � V

_:

Set

(4.2) NV WD V ?1=V0; so that V ?0 =V1 Š
NV _:

Let A be a right strong, moderate Lefschetz category over P. NV /. Then there is an equivalence

.CV0
.A/=P.V //\ ' CV1.A\/=P.V _/

of Lefschetz categories over P.V _/.
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Remark 4.2. – Let us explain the structure of the categories appearing in Theorem 4.1.
By Theorem 3.21 the categorical cone CV0

.A/ is a right strong, moderate Lefschetz cate-
gory over P.V ?1/. By extending the base along the inclusion P.V ?1/ ! P.V /, we obtain by
Remark A.8 a right strong, moderate Lefschetz category CV0

.A/=P.V / over P.V /. Hence
by [32, Theorem 8.7(1)], the HPD category .CV0

.A/=P.V //\ has the structure of a Lefschetz
category overP.V _/. The structure of CV1.A\/=P.V _/ as a Lefschetz category overP.V _/ is
similarly obtained by a combination of [32, Theorem 8.7(1)], Theorem 3.21, and base exten-
sion.

In the case V0 D 0 (we also choose a subbundle W � V and take V1 D W ? � V _) we
obtain the following corollary, mentioned in Remark 3.18 above.

Corollary 4.3. – Let W � V be an inclusion of vector bundles on S . Let A be a right
strong, moderate Lefschetz category over P.W /. Then there is an equivalence

.A=P.V //\ ' CW?.A\/

of Lefschetz categories over P.V _/.

Our strategy for proving Theorem 4.1 is the following. First, we use the relation
between categorical cones and categorical joins described in Proposition 3.15 and linear
HPD of Example 2.12 to deduce the theorem when both V0 and V1 are nonzero and
the filtrations (4.1) are split (which always holds locally over the base scheme S ) from
Theorem 2.16. Then we use a local-to-global argument analogous to the one used in the
proof of Theorem 3.21 to deduce the theorem without the splitting assumption. Finally,
we use a relation between HPD and hyperplane sections (Proposition A.10) and duality to
deduce the theorem in full generality.

For the local-to-global argument it is important to define a functor between the cate-
gories CV1.A\/=P.V _/ and .CV0

.A/=P.V //\ in general. This is what we start with in §4.1,
where we define a functor

QCW
QCV1.A\/=P.V _/! H. QCV0

.A/=P.V //

via a double cone construction, an analogue of the double join construction from [25, §4.1].
Next, in §4.2 we check its compatibility with the analogous functor between resolved joins,
deduce the theorem in the split nonzero case, and then by the local-to-global argument
remove the splitting assumption. Finally, in §4.3 we prove the general case.

4.1. Double resolved cones and the HPD functor for categorical cones

Throughout this section we fix filtrations (4.1), and use (4.2) to identify their quotients
with .V0; NV ; V _1/ and .V1; NV _; V _0 / respectively.

Let Y be a scheme equipped with a morphism Y ! P. NV / � P. NV _/. In this situation, we
can form two resolved cones, QCV0

.Y / and QCV1.Y /, using the projection to P. NV / for the first
and the projection to P. NV _/ for the second. We define the double resolved cone over Y as the
fiber product

(4.3) fCCV0;V1.Y / D
QCV0

.Y / �Y QCV1.Y /;
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which is a PN0 �PN1 -bundle over Y , whereN0 D dimV0 andN1 D dimV1. In particular,
we can consider the universal double resolved cone with its natural projection

(4.4) fCCV0;V1.P. NV / � P. NV _//! P. NV / � P. NV _/:

Now, given a category B which has a P. NV / � P. NV _/-linear structure, we define the double
resolved cone fCCV0;V1.B/ over B asfCCV0;V1.B/ D B ˝Perf.P. NV /�P. NV_// Perf.fCCV0;V1.P. NV / � P. NV _///;

that is the base change of B along (4.4).

The key case for us is when Y is the universal hyperplane in P. NV /, which we denote by

(4.5) NH D H.P. NV //:

Note that NH indeed naturally maps to P. NV /�P. NV _/, hence we can form the double resolved
cone fCCV0;V1.

NH/ over NH. We also write H. QCV0
.P. NV //=P.V // for the universal hyperplane

section of QCV0
.P. NV // with respect to the morphism QCV0

.P. NV //! P.V ?1/! P.V /.

Lemma 4.4. – We have a diagram

(4.6)

fCCV0;V1.
NH/

Qp

xx

˛

((

QCV1. NH/ H. QCV0
.P. NV //=P.V //

of schemes over P.V _/, where all schemes appearing are smooth and projective over S .

Proof. – By definition the double resolved cone is the subvarietyfCCV0;V1.
NH/ � P. NV / � P. NV _/ � P.V ?1/ � P.V ?0 /

defined by the incidence conditions in P. NV / � P. NV _/, P. NV / � P.V ?1/, and P. NV _/ � P.V ?0 /.
Its image along the projection

P. NV / � P. NV _/ � P.V ?1/ � P.V ?0 /! P. NV / � P. NV _/ � P.V ?0 /

satisfies the incidence conditions in P. NV / � P. NV _/ and P. NV _/ � P.V ?0 /, hence is contained
in QCV1. NH/; this defines the morphism Qp.

Similarly, the image of fCCV0;V1.
NH/ under the map

P. NV / � P. NV _/ � P.V ?1/ � P.V ?0 /! P. NV / � P.V ?1/ � P.V _/

satisfies the incidence conditions in P. NV / � P.V ?1/ and P.V ?1/ � P.V _/. Indeed, the first is
clear and the second follows because the restriction of the pairing V ?1˝V

_ � V ˝V _ ! OS
to the subbundle V ?1 ˝ V

?
0 factors as the composition V ?1 ˝ V

?
0 !

NV ˝ NV _ ! OS of the
projections from (4.2) and the natural pairing. This defines the morphism ˛.

Smoothness of all these schemes is evident.
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Let A be a P. NV /-linear category. Then

H.A/ D H.A=P. NV // D Perf. NH/˝Perf.P. NV // A

according to the notation (4.5). Recall the canonical P. NV _/-linear inclusion functor (2.12)

 WA\ D .A=P. NV //\ ! H.A=P. NV // D Perf. NH/˝Perf.P. NV // A:

This induces a P.V ?0 /-linear functor (see Remark 3.5)

QCV1./W QCV1.A\/! QCV1.H.A//;

which can be regarded as a P.V _/-linear functor

QCV1./W QCV1.A\/=P.V _/! QCV1.H.A//=P.V _/:

Here, we have written QCV1.A\/=P.V _/ and QCV1.H.A//=P.V _/ to emphasize that we
regard the resolved cones QCV1.A\/ and QCV1.H.A// as P.V _/-linear categories, via the
inclusion P.V ?0 / � P.V _/.

By base change from diagram (4.6) we obtain a diagram of P.V _/-linear functorsfCCV0;V1.H.A//
˛�

((

QCV1.A\/=P.V _/
QCV1 ./ // QCV1.H.A//=P.V _/

Qp�
66

H. QCV0
.A/=P.V //:

We define a P.V _/-linear functor as the composition

(4.7) QC D ˛� ı Qp
�
ı QCV1./W QCV1.A\/=P.V _/! H. QCV0

.A/=P.V //:

The following fact will be needed later.

Lemma 4.5. – The functor QC has both left and right adjoints.

Proof. – The functor  has both left and right adjoints by [32, Lemma 7.2], hence so
does QCV1./ (see Remark 3.5). Further, ˛� and Qp� have both left and right adjoints, by
Lemma 4.4 and Remark 1.9.

Remark 4.6. – The functor QC can also be described in terms of Fourier-Mukai kernels,
similarly to [25, Remark 4.5]. We leave this as an exercise.

Note that the HPD category .CV0
.A/=P.V //\ is naturally a P.V _/-linear subcategory

of the target H. QCV0
.A/=P.V // of the functor QC. Indeed, by definition .CV0

.A/=P.V //\ is
a P.V _/-linear subcategory of H.CV0

.A/=P.V //, and if �W CV0
.A/ ! QCV0

.A/ denotes the
admissible embedding (see Lemma 3.9) then the natural P.V _/-linear functor

�˝ idWH.CV0
.A/=P.V // D CV0

.A/˝Perf.P.V // Perf.H.P.V ///

! QCV0
.A/˝Perf.P.V // Perf.H.P.V /// D H. QCV0

.A/=P.V //

is fully faithful by [32, Lemma 2.12(2)].
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4.2. The nonzero case

The goal of this subsection is to prove the following more precise version of Theorem 4.1
when V0 and V1 are nonzero.

Proposition 4.7. – Let A be a right strong, moderate Lefschetz category over P. NV /.
Assume V0 and V1 are nonzero. Then the functor

QCW
QCV1.A\/=P.V _/! H. QCV0

.A/=P.V //

defined in (4.7) induces a Lefschetz equivalence between the subcategories

CV1.A\/=P.V _/ � QCV1.A\/=P.V _/ and .CV0
.A/=P.V //\ � H. QCV0

.A/=P.V //:

The proof takes the rest of the subsection. First we will prove the claim of Proposition 4.7
when the filtrations (4.1) split. In this case, we fix a splitting

(4.8) V D V0 ˚ NV ˚ V
_

1

and set V1 D V0 ˚ V
_

1. Then the orthogonal to V0 � V1 is V1 � V _1 , so by Example 2.12
there is an equivalence

(4.9) Perf.P.V0//\ ' Perf.P.V1//

of Lefschetz categories over P.V _1 /. Hence we have a commutative diagram of equivalences
of Lefschetz categories over P.V _/:

(4.10)

J .P.V1/;A\/=P.V _/ //� .J .P.V0/;A/=P.V //\

��

�

CV1.A\/=P.V _/

OO

�

//� .CV0
.A/=P.V //\,

where the vertical equivalences are consequences of Proposition 3.15, the top equivalence
is given by Theorem 2.16 (note that V D V1 ˚ NV ) combined with (4.9), and the bottom
equivalence is the composition of the other three. In the following proposition, we prove that
the bottom equivalence is induced by QC. We freely use notation from [25, §4.1], in particular
the notation QJ, QJ_, and fJJ for resolved and double resolved joins.

Remark 4.8. – The above argument (even without checking the bottom arrow is
induced by QC) already proves Theorem 4.1 under the assumptions that V0 and V1 are
nonzero and the filtrations (4.1) are split. However, for our local-to-global proof of Propo-
sition 4.7 below, it is essential to know the equivalence is given by a functor which is defined
independently of the choice of a splitting of (4.1).

Proposition 4.9. – Let A be a right strong, moderate Lefschetz category over P. NV /.
Assume V0 and V1 are nonzero and that the filtrations (4.1) split, and choose a splitting (4.8).
Then there is a commutative diagram

(4.11)

QJ_.P.V1/;A\/=P.V _/
QJ1 // H. QJ.P.V0/;A/=P.V //

ˇ0�

��

QCV1.A\/=P.V _/

ˇ�1

OO

QC // H. QCV0
.A/=P.V //;
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where ˇ0 and ˇ1 are the blowup morphisms from Lemma 3.14 of the cones with vertices P.V0/
and P.V1/, respectively, and QJ1 is the composition

QJ1 W
QJ_.P.V1/;A\/=P.V _/

�
��! QJ_.Perf.P.V0//\;A\/=P.V _/

QJ
��! H. QJ.P.V0/;A/=P.V //

where the equivalence is induced by (4.9) and QJ is the functor from [25, Theorem 4.9]
(with V2 D NV ). Moreover, diagram (4.11) restricts to the diagram (4.10) from above; in
particular, the conclusion of Proposition 4.7 holds in this case.

Proof. – First, we unwind the definition of the functor QJ1 . Consider the diagram

P.V0/ � P.V1/ �
� � //

pr2

��

H.P.V0//

��

P.V1/ // P.V _1 /;

where H.P.V0// D H.P.V0/=P.V1// is the universal hyperplane section of the morphism
P.V0/! P.V1/ and �WP.V0/ � P.V1/ ! H.P.V0// is the natural embedding. By [12,
Corollary 8.3] the functor

�� ı pr�2 WPerf.P.V1//! Perf.H.P.V0///

induces the HPD between P.V0/ and P.V1/. It follows from the definitions that we have

QJ1 ' ˛0� ı Qp
�
0 ı
QJ.�� ı pr�2 ; /;

where the morphisms

QJ_.H.P.V0//; NH/
Qp0
 ��fJJ.H.P.V0//; NH/ ˛0

��! H. QJ.P.V0/;P. NV //=P.V //

are the base change along P.V0/ ! P.V1/ of [25, diagram (4.4)] (with V2 D NV ), and
QJ.�� ı pr�2 ; / is the join of the functors �� ı pr�2 and  , where  is the inclusion (2.12).

Further, note that we can write QJ.�� ı pr�2 ; / as a composition

QJ_.P.V1/;A\/
QJ.id;/
����! QJ_.P.V1/;H.A//

QJ.pr�
2
;id/

������! QJ_.P.V0/ � P.V1/;H.A//
QJ.��;id/
�����! QJ_.H.P.V0//;H.A//;

and hence

(4.12) QJ1 ' ˛0� ı Qp
�
0 ı
QJ.��; id/ ı QJ.pr�2 ; id/ ı QJ.id; /:

By definition QC is the composition (4.7) of three functors analogous to QJ.id; /, Qp�0 , and ˛0�
in (4.12). To prove the proposition, we will relate the analogous functors appearing in these
compositions, using the blowup morphisms ˇ1 and ˇ0 and the morphisms � and pr2.

The relation between QJ.id; / and QCV1./ is provided by the commutative diagram (3.8),
that in our case takes the form

(4.13)

QJ_.P.V1/;A\/
QJ.id;/

// QJ_.P.V1/;H.A//

QCV1.A\/

ˇ�1

OO

QCV1 ./ // QCV1.H.A//:

ˇ�1

OO
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To relate the other functors, we write down diagrams of schemes that induce diagrams of
functors by base change. First note that we have a fiber square

(4.14)

QJ_.P.V0/ � P.V1/; NH/

QJ.�;id/
��

fJJ.P.V0/ � P.V1/; NH/
Qp01oo

fJJ.�;id/
��

QJ_.H.P.V0//; NH/ fJJ.H.P.V0//; NH/;Qp0oo

where QJ.�; id/ and fJJ.�; id/ denote the morphisms between the (double) resolved joins
induced by the morphisms �WP.V0/ � P.V1/ ! H.P.V0// and idW NH ! NH. Next observe
that there is an isomorphismfJJ.P.V0/ � P.V1/; NH/ Š QJ.P.V0/; NH/ � NH QJ_.P.V1/; NH/;

which can be seen as in the proof of Lemma 4.4 (by identifying both sides as P1�P1-bundles
over subvarieties of P.V0/ � P.V1/ � P. NV / � P. NV _/). We also have by definitionfCCV0;V1.

NH/ D QCV0
. NH/ � NH QCV1. NH/:

The blowup morphisms ˇ0W QJ.P.V0/; NH/ ! QCV0
. NH/ and ˇ1W QJ_.P.V1/; NH/ ! QCV1. NH/

from Lemma 3.14 thus combine to give a morphism

ˇ01WfJJ.P.V0/ � P.V1/; NH/! fCCV0;V1.
NH/:

It is easy to see that the morphism ˇ01 makes the diagrams
(4.15)

QJ_.P.V1/; NH/

ˇ1
��

QJ_.P.V0/ � P.V1/; NH/
QJ.pr2;id/oo fJJ.P.V0/ � P.V1/; NH/

Qp01oo

ˇ01

��

QCV1. NH/ fCCV0;V1.
NH/

Qp
oo

and
(4.16)fJJ.P.V0/ � P.V1/; NH/

fJJ.�;id/
//

ˇ01

��

fJJ.H.P.V0//; NH/ ˛0 // H. QJ.P.V0/;P. NV //=P.V //

ˇ0

��fCCV0;V1.
NH/ ˛ // H. QCV0

.P. NV //=P.V //

commutative, where in (4.16) we abusively write ˇ0 for the morphism induced by the blowup
ˇ0W QJ.P.V0/;P. NV // ! QCV0

.P. NV //. Note also that since ˇ01 is a product of two blowup
morphisms, the functor ˇ�01 is fully faithful, so we have an isomorphism of functors

(4.17) ˇ01� ı ˇ
�
01 ' id:

Combining the above ingredients and taking into account that QJ.��; id/ ' QJ.�; id/� and
QJ.pr�2 ; id/ ' QJ.pr2; id/

�, we can rewrite the composition of the three upper arrows in (4.11)
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as

ˇ0� ı QJ1 ı ˇ
�
1 ' ˇ0� ı ˛0� ı Qp

�
0 ı
QJ.��; id/ ı QJ.pr�2 ; id/ ı QJ.id; / ı ˇ�1 (4.12)

' ˇ0� ı ˛0� ı Qp
�
0 ı
QJ.��; id/ ı QJ.pr�2 ; id/ ı ˇ

�
1 ı
QCV1./ (4.13)

' ˇ0� ı ˛0� ıfJJ.��; id/ ı Qp�01 ı QJ.pr�2 ; id/ ı ˇ
�
1 ı
QCV1./ (4.14)

' ˇ0� ı ˛0� ıfJJ.��; id/ ı ˇ�01 ı Qp� ı QCV1./ (4.15)

' ˛� ı ˇ01� ı ˇ
�
01 ı Qp

�
ı QCV1./ (4.16)

' ˛� ı Qp
�
ı QCV1./ (4.17)

D QC; (4.7)

which completes the proof of commutativity of diagram (4.11).
The claim that diagram (4.11) restricts to diagram (4.10) follows directly from the defini-

tions. Finally, Proposition 4.7 under the assumptions we took follows from commutativity
of diagram (4.10).

Proof of Proposition 4.7. – If the filtrations (4.1) split, then the result holds by
Proposition 4.9. In the nonsplit case we use Proposition A.1 with C D QCV1.A\/,
D D H. QCV0

.A/=P.V //, � D QC, A D CV1.A\/, and B D .CV0
.A/=P.V //\. We note

that the assumptions of the proposition are satisfied by Lemmas 3.9 and 4.5. We take an
fpqc cover of our base scheme S over which the filtrations (4.1) split. By the argument above
the functor QC induces the desired Lefschetz equivalence after base change to this cover.
Hence by Proposition A.1 the functor QC induces an equivalence between CV1.A\/=P.V _/
and .CV0

.A/=P.V //\, which is in fact a Lefschetz equivalence by Corollary A.5.

4.3. The general case

In this subsection we bootstrap from Proposition 4.7 to the general case of Theorem 4.1.

Lemma 4.10. – The claim of Theorem 4.1 holds if V0 is nonzero.

Proof. – By Proposition 4.7 we only need to consider the case where V1 D 0. Take an
auxiliary nonzero vector bundle QV1 on S , and set QV D V ˚ QV _1. Then V0 � QV and QV1 � QV _

are such that the pairing QV ˝ QV _ ! OS is zero on V0˝ QV1. Hence Proposition 4.7 gives an
equivalence

(4.18) C QV1.A
\/=P. QV _/ ' .CV0

.A/=P. QV //\

of Lefschetz categories over P. QV _/. By base change along the embedding P.V _/! P. QV _/
we obtain a P.V _/-linear equivalence�
C QV1.A

\/=P. QV _/
�
˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _// ' .CV0

.A/=P. QV //\ ˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _//;

We have P.V _/-linear equivalences

(4.19)
�
C QV1.A

\/=P. QV _/
�
˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _// ' A\=P.V _/ ' CV1.A\/=P.V _/;

where the first holds by Corollary 3.13 and the second by Lemma 3.8 since V1 D 0.
Furthermore, note that CV0

.A/=P. QV / is supported over the open subset P. QV / n P. QV _1/
since this category’s P. QV /-linear structure is induced from a P.V /-linear structure via the
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morphism P.V /! P. QV / and P.V / \ P.V _1/ D ;. Hence by Proposition A.10 we have a
P.V _/-linear equivalence

(4.20) .CV0
.A/=P. QV //\ ˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _// ' .CV0

.A/=P.V //\:

Combining the above equivalences, we thus obtain a P.V _/-linear equivalence

(4.21) CV1.A\/=P.V _/ ' .CV0
.A/=P.V //\:

Finally, tracing through the equivalences (4.19) and (4.20) and using Remark A.12 and the
fact that (4.18) is a Lefschetz equivalence, one verifies that (4.21) identifies the Lefschetz
centers on each side.

Now we can handle the general case.

Proof of Theorem 4.1. – By Lemma 4.10 it remains to consider the case where V0 D 0.
We may assume V1 ¤ 0, otherwise there is nothing to prove. Using Remark 2.13 we reduce
the claim of Theorem 4.1 to the existence of a Lefschetz equivalence

CV0
.A/=P.V / ' \

�
CV1.A\/=P.V _/

�
:

Since V1 ¤ 0 we can apply (the left version of) Lemma 4.10 to obtain a Lefschetz equiva-
lence

\
�
CV1.A\/=P.V _/

�
' CV0

.\.A\//=P.V /:

We conclude by noting that \.A\/ ' A, again by Remark 2.13.

5. HPD for quadrics

In this section, we use categorical cones to describe HPD for quadrics. We assume the base
scheme S is the spectrum of an algebraically closed field k of characteristic not equal to 2.
The main reason for this assumption is that our results depend on our work [26], reviewed
in §5.1 below, where we described HPD for smooth quadrics over such a field k.

We study the following class of morphisms from a quadric to a projective space.

Definition 5.1. – Let Q be a quadric, i.e., an integral scheme over k which admits a
closed immersion into a projective space as a quadric hypersurface. We denote byOQ.1/ the
restriction of the line bundle O.1/ from this ambient space. A morphism f WQ ! P.V / is
standard if there is an isomorphism

f �OP.V /.1/ Š OQ.1/:

In other words, f is either an embedding as a quadric hypersurface into a linear subspace
of P.V /, or a double covering of a linear subspace of P.V / branched along a quadric
hypersurface. We call f non-degenerate if its image is not contained in a hyperplane of P.V /.
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Note that Q is not required to be smooth, but is required to be integral. In the prelim-
inary §5.1, we recall the results of [26] saying that if Q is smooth then it has a natural
Lefschetz structure, and if f WQ! P.V / is a non-degenerate standard morphism the HPD
category can be described in terms of classical projective duality. In §5.2 we use categorical
cones to construct for a general standard morphism f WQ! P.V / a Lefschetz category Q
over P.V /—called the standard categorical resolution of Q— which is smooth and proper
over k and agrees with Perf.Q/ over the complement of f .Sing.Q// � P.V /. In §5.3
we introduce a “generalized duality” operation that associates to a standard morphism
f WQ! P.V / of a quadric another such morphism f \WQ\ ! P.V _/. We use HPD for
categorical cones to prove that this notation is compatible with the notation for the HPD
category, i.e., that the HPD of the standard categorical resolution of Q is Lefschetz equiv-
alent to the standard categorical resolution of the generalized dual Q\ (Theorem 5.20). By
combining this with the nonlinear HPD theorem, we prove in §5.4 a quadratic HPD theorem
(Theorem 5.21).

5.1. HPD for smooth quadrics

In this subsection, we briefly review HPD for smooth quadrics following [26]. Given a
smooth quadricQ, we will denote by S a chosen spinor bundle on it. Note that there is either
one or two choices for S depending on whether dim.Q/ is odd or even.

Lemma 5.2 ([26, Lemma 2.4]). – Let f WQ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a smooth
quadricQ. Let S denote a spinor bundle onQ. Then Perf.Q/ is smooth and proper over k, and
has the structure of a strong, moderate Lefschetz category over P.V / with Lefschetz center

Q0 D hS;Oi � Perf.Q/

and length dim.Q/. Further, if p 2 f 0; 1 g is the parity of dim.Q/, i.e., p D dim.Q/ .mod 2/,
then the nonzero Lefschetz components of Perf.Q/ are given by

Qi D

(
hS;Oi for ji j � 1 � p;

hOi for 1 � p < ji j � dim.Q/ � 1:

Remark 5.3. – If dimQ is even there are two choices of S, but up to equivalence, the
Lefschetz structure on Perf.Q/ does not depend on this choice, see [26, Remark 2.5]. Further,
the Lefschetz center Q0 of Perf.Q/ can be also written as

Q0 D hO;S 0_i

where S 0 D S if dim.Q/ is not divisible by 4, and the other spinor bundle otherwise. The
nonzero primitive Lefschetz components (as defined in §2.1) of Perf.Q/ are given by

qi D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:
hOi if i D �.dim.Q/ � 1/;

hS 0_i if i D �.1 � p/;

hSi if i D 1 � p;

hOi if i D dim.Q/ � 1:
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The next result describes HPD for non-degenerate standard morphisms of smooth
quadrics. This will be generalized to arbitrary standard morphisms of quadrics in
Theorem 5.20. Recall that the classical projective dual of a smooth quadric hypersur-
face Q � P.V / is itself a smooth quadric hypersurface Q_ � P.V _/.

Theorem 5.4 ([26, Theorem 1.1]). – Let f WQ ! P.V / be a non-degenerate standard
morphism of a smooth quadric Q. Then there is an equivalence

Perf.Q/\ ' Perf.Q\/

of Lefschetz categories over P.V _/, where the left-hand side is the HPD category, and

(1) if f is a divisorial embedding and dim.Q/ is even, thenQ\ D Q_ is the classical projective
dual of Q and Q\ ! P.V _/ is its natural embedding;

(2) if f is a divisorial embedding and dim.Q/ is odd, then Q\ ! P.V _/ is the double cover
branched along the classical projective dual Q_ � P.V _/ of Q;

(3) if f is a double covering and dim.Q/ is even, then Q\ ! P.V _/ is the classical projective
dual of the branch locus of f ;

(4) if f is a double covering and dim.Q/ is odd, thenQ\ ! P.V _/ is the double cover branched
along the classical projective dual of the branch locus of f .

5.2. Standard categorical resolutions of quadrics

In this subsection, we will obtain a categorical resolution of a singular quadric by
expressing it as a cone over a smooth quadric, and then taking a categorical cone. To start
with, we analyze the general structure of a standard morphism of quadrics.

Lemma 5.5. – Let Q � P. zW / be a quadric hypersurface. Then there are a unique
subspace K � zW and a smooth quadric NQ � P. zW =K/ such that

Q Š CK. NQ/:

Moreover, iff WQ! P.V / is a standard morphism ofQ, there is a unique commutative diagram
of vector spaces

0 // K
� � // zW // //

CK . Nf /
����

zW =K //

Nf
����

0

0 // K
� � // W // //� _

��

W=K // 0

V

with surjective morphism Nf such that f is the composition

Q ,! P. zW /
CK . Nf /
999999K P.W / ,! P.V /:

Moreover, one of the following two possibilities holds:

(1) The map Nf is an isomorphism. In this case, f is an embedding.
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(2) The spaces ker. Nf / and ker.CK. Nf // are 1-dimensional, and the corresponding points of the
projective spaces P. zW / and P. zW =K/ do not lie on the quadrics Q and NQ respectively. In
this case, f is a double covering onto P.W / � P.V /.

Proof. – We define K to be the kernel of the quadratic form on zW corresponding to Q
and NQ to be the quadric corresponding to the induced quadratic form on zW =K. We set

W D im
�
V _ D H 0.P.V /;OP.V /.1//

f �

���! H 0.Q;OQ.1// D zW _
�_

:

This gives a factorization of f � as a composition V _ ! W _ ! zW _ and we define the maps
in the middle column of the diagram as the dual maps. The rest is clear.

We call the quadric NQ above the base quadric of Q. Moreover, if (1) holds we say f is of
embedding type, and if (2) holds we say f is of covering type.

Next we define some useful numerical invariants of a standard morphism of a quadric. In
the definition below we use the notation introduced in Lemma 5.5.

Definition 5.6. – Let f WQ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a quadric. Then:

— r.Q/ D dim zW �dimK denotes the rank ofQ, i.e., the rank of the quadratic form on zW
corresponding to Q.

— p.Q/ 2 f0; 1g denotes the parity of r.Q/, i.e., p.Q/ D r.Q/ .mod 2/.

— k.Q/ D dimK.

— c.f / D dimV � dimW denotes the codimension of the linear span hf .Q/i � P.V /.
— t .f / D dim zW � dimW 2 f0; 1g denotes the type of Q, defined by

t .f / D

(
0 if f is of embedding type;

1 if f is of covering type:

Note that our convention that Q is integral is equivalent to r.Q/ � 3.

Remark 5.7. – As indicated by the notation, r.Q/, p.Q/, and k.Q/ depend only onQ,
while c.f / and t .f / are invariants of the morphism f . We note the relations

dim.Q/ D r.Q/C k.Q/ � 2;(5.1)

dim.V / D r.Q/C k.Q/C c.f / � t .f /:(5.2)

Moreover, if NQ is the base quadric of Q, we have r.Q/ D r. NQ/ and p.Q/ D p. NQ/.

Using the identification of Lemma 5.5 of a quadric Q with the cone over a smooth
quadric, we see that the corresponding resolved cone gives a resolution of Q. We call the
induced map

(5.3) � W QCK. NQ/! CK. NQ/ D Q

the standard geometric resolution of Q. Note that this map is nothing but the blowup of Q
in its singular locus Sing.Q/ D P.K/.
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Definition 5.8. – Let f WQ ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a quadric. Using the
above notation, the standard categorical resolution of Q over P.V / is the Lefschetz category
Q over P.V / defined as the categorical cone over the base quadric NQ:

Q D CK. NQ/=P.V /

taken with respect to the Lefschetz structure of NQ described in Lemma 5.2.

Note that the categorical resolution Q of Q depends on the choice of a spinor bundle S
on NQ, although this is suppressed in the notation; there is little harm in this, as by Remark 5.3
the categorical resolutions for different choices of spinor bundle are equivalent.

In Lemma 5.9 we explicitly describe the Lefschetz components of Q, and in Lemma 5.11
we justify calling Q a categorical resolution.

Lemma 5.9. – Let f WQ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a quadric. Let S be a spinor
bundle on the base quadric of Q. Then the standard categorical resolution Q of Q over P.V /
associated with S is smooth and proper over k, and it is endowed with a strong, moderate
Lefschetz structure of length dim.Q/. If k D k.Q/ and p D p.Q/, then its nonzero Lefschetz
components are given by

Qi D

(
hS;Oi D hO;S 0_i for ji j � k C 1 � p;

hOi for k C 1 � p < ji j � dim.Q/ � 1;

and its nonzero primitive Lefschetz components are given by

qi D

8̂̂̂̂
<̂
ˆ̂̂:
hOi if i D �.dim.Q/ � 1/;

hS 0_i if i D �.k C 1 � p/;

hSi if i D k C 1 � p;

hOi if i D dim.Q/ � 1;

where S 0 is described in Remark 5.3.

Proof. – Combine Theorem 3.21, Lemma 3.11, Lemma 5.2, and (5.1).

Remark 5.10. – In Lemma 5.9 and below, we tacitly identify the objects O, S, and S 0
on the base quadric NQ of Q with their pullbacks to Q � QCK. NQ/.

The next lemma justifies our terminology by showing thatQ is a weakly crepant categor-
ical resolution of Q in the sense of Definition 2.18. Recall that by definition the standard
categorical resolution of a quadric is a subcategory of the derived category of the standard
geometric resolution (5.3).

Lemma 5.11. – Let f WQ ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a quadric, with standard
geometric resolution � W zQ D QCK. NQ/ ! Q and standard categorical resolution Q over P.V /.
Then �� and �� restrict to functors

��WQ! Db
coh.Q/ and ��WPerf.Q/! Q;

which give Q the structure of a weakly crepant categorical resolution of Q.
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Furthermore, the objectR D ��End.O˚S/ 2 Db
coh.Q/ is a coherent sheaf ofOQ-algebras

on Q of finite homological dimension, and there is an equivalence

Q ' Db
coh.Q;R/ ' Perf.Q;R/;

where Db
coh.Q;R/ and Perf.Q;R/ denote the bounded derived category of coherentR-modules

on Q and the corresponding perfect category.

Proof. – Recall that the morphism � is the blowup with center at P.K/. Consider the
blowup diagram

E //

�E

��

zQ

�

��

P.K/ // Q,

where E is the exceptional divisor; note moreover that E Š P.K/ � NQ, where NQ is the base
quadric of Q. It is easy to see that � is a resolution of rational singularities (recall that the
rank of NQ is assumed to be greater than 2). Moreover, ��E .Perf.P.K/// is contained in the
pullback to E of the Lefschetz center

Perf.P.K//˝ hS;Oi � Perf.P.K/ � NQ/ ' Perf.E/:

Hence by [14, Theorem 4.4] the functors �� and �� indeed giveQ the structure of a categor-
ical resolution of Q.

Moreover, Q is Gorenstein and a direct computation shows that

K zQ D �
�.KQ/C .dim. NQ/ � 1/E:

Note that dim. NQ/ is the length of the Lefschetz decomposition of Perf.E/ above. Hence
[14, Proposition 4.5] shows that Q is a weakly crepant categorical resolution of Q. By an
argument similar to [14, Proposition 7.1], the bundle O ˚ S on zQ is tilting over Q (i.e., the
derived pushforward ��End.O˚ S/ is a pure sheaf) if and only if for all t � 0 we have

H>0. NQ; End.O˚ S/.t NH// D 0:

A computation shows that this vanishing holds, and then the rest of the lemma follows
from [14, Theorem 5.2].

Remark 5.12. – The last statement of Lemma 5.11 shows thatQ can also be considered
as a noncommutative resolution in the sense of Van den Bergh [37, 36].

The following lemma relates standard categorical resolutions of quadrics to geometry and
shows that Q is “birational” to Q over P.V /.

Lemma 5.13. – Let f WQ ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a quadric. Let Q be the
standard categorical resolution of Q over P.V /. Let U D P.V / n f .Sing.Q//.

(1) The base change to U of the P.V /-linear functor ��WPerf.Q/! Q gives an equivalence

Perf.QU / ' QU :
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(2) Let A be a P.V /-linear category supported over U . Then there is an equivalence

A˝Perf.P.V // Q ' A˝Perf.P.V // Perf.Q/:

In particular, if A D Perf.X/ for a scheme X over P.V / supported over U , then

A˝Perf.P.V // Q ' Perf
�
X �P.V / Q

�
:

Note that the fiber product in the right side of the last formula should be understood in
the derived sense.

Proof. – Part (1) follows from Proposition 3.12 because the morphism QCK. NQ/ ! P.V /
factorizes as

QCK. NQ/! CK. NQ/ D Q
f
�! P.V /;

where the first map is the blowup in P.K/ D Sing.Q/. Part (2) follows from Lemma A.9 and
part (1).

5.3. Generalized quadratic duality and HPD

Our goal in this subsection is to define a geometric duality operation on standard
morphisms of quadrics, which after passing to standard categorical resolutions corresponds
to the operation of taking the HPD category.

The desired duality operation will be defined using a combination of the following three
operations.

Definition 5.14. – Let f WQ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a quadric.

— If f WQ! P.V / is of embedding type, we denote by

f _ W Q_ ! P.V _/

the embedding of the classical projective dual of Q � P.V /.

— If f WQ! P.V / is of embedding type, we define

fcovWQcov ! P.V /

as the composition of the double cover Qcov ! hQi of the linear span of Q in P.V /
branched along Q � hQi with the embedding hQi ,! P.V /.

— If f WQ! P.V / is of covering type, we define

fbrWQbr ! P.V /

as the composition of the inclusion Qbr ,! hf .Q/i of the branch divisor of the double
cover Q! hf .Q/i with the embedding hf .Q/i ,! P.V /.

Remark 5.15. – Let f WQ ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a quadric, and recall
the canonical diagram of vector spaces associated to f in Lemma 5.5. The operations of
Definition 5.14 affect this diagram as follows.
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— If f WQ! P.V / is of embedding type, then its classical projective dual can be described
as follows. The filtration 0 � K � W � V gives a filtration 0 � W ? � K? � V _

by taking orthogonals. The pairing between V and V _ induces a nondegenerate pairing
between W=K and K?=W ?, and hence an isomorphism K?=W ? Š .W=K/_. Via
this isomorphism, the base quadric NQ � P.W=K/ of Q corresponds to a quadric in
NQ_ � P.K?=W ?/ (its projective dual), and then Q_ D CW?. NQ_/ � P.V _/. Thus, the

operation f 7! f _ replaces W by K? and K by W ?.

— If f WQ! P.V / is of embedding type, then zW D W . The operation f 7! fcov replaces zW
by zW ˚ k, and keeps W and K fixed.

— Similarly, if f WQ ! P.V / is of covering type, then the operation f 7! fbr replaces zW
by W , and keeps W and K fixed.

Remark 5.16. – The operations of Definition 5.14 preserve the integrality ofQ, except
for the branch divisor operation in case r.Q/ D 3 and f is a morphism of covering type.
Indeed, this follows from the formulas:

r.Q_/ D r.Q/; r.Qcov/ D r.Q/C 1; r.Qbr/ D r.Q/ � 1:

Note, however, that the operations of Definition 5.14 are defined even for non-integral
quadrics.

The next definition is modeled on the cases considered in Theorem 5.4.

Definition 5.17. – Let f WQ ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a quadric. The
generalized dual of f is the standard morphism

f \WQ\
! P.V _/

of the quadric Q\ defined as follows:

— If f WQ! P.V / is of embedding type, then:

˘ If r.Q/ is even, we set Q\ D Q_ and f \ D f _WQ\ ! P.V _/.
˘ If r.Q/ is odd, we set Q\ D .Q_/cov and f \ D .f _/covWQ

\ ! P.V _/.
— If f WQ! P.V / is of covering type, then:

˘ If r.Q/ is even, we set Q\ D .Qbr/
_ and f \ D .fbr/

_WQ\ ! P.V _/.
˘ If r.Q/ is odd, we set Q\ D ..Qbr/

_/cov and f \ D ..fbr/
_/covWQ

\ ! P.V _/.

In other words, we first pass to a morphism of the embedding type (by taking the branch
divisor if necessary), then apply classical projective duality, and then if necessary go to the
double covering.

Remark 5.18. – Using the description of Remark 5.15 it is easy to check that general-
ized duality affects the numerical invariants of f described in Definition 5.6 as follows:

r.Q\/ D r.Q/C p.Q/ � t .f /; p.Q\/ D t .f /; k.Q\/ D c.f /;

c.f ]/ D k.Q/; t.f \/ D p.Q/:
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In particular, note that generalized duality preserves the integrality of Q. Note also that
by (5.1) we have

(5.4) dim.Q\/ D r.Q/C p.Q/C c.f / � t .f / � 2:

Remark 5.19. – By (5.1), (5.4), and (5.2) we have

dim.Q\/C dim.Q/ D .r.Q/C k.Q/C c.f / � t .f //C .r.Q/C p.Q/ � 4/

D dim.V /C .r.Q/C p.Q/ � 4/;

which is congruent to dim.V / mod 2 since by definition p.Q/ � r.Q/ mod 2. This means
that if dim.V / is even, then the parities of the dimensions of Q\ and Q are the same, and
if dim.V / is odd, then the parities are opposite.

Now we can bootstrap from Theorem 5.4 to a result for arbitrary standard morphisms.

Theorem 5.20. – Let f WQ ! P.V / be a standard morphism of a quadric. Let Q be the
standard categorical resolution of Q over P.V / as defined in Definition 5.8. Then the HPD
category Q\ is Lefschetz equivalent to the standard categorical resolution of the quadric Q\

defined in Definition 5.17 over P.V _/.

Proof. – Follows from Theorem 5.4, Theorem 4.1, and the definitions.

5.4. The quadratic HPD theorem

Now we can prove our quadratic HPD theorem, by combining the above results with the
nonlinear HPD Theorem 2.17.

Theorem 5.21. – Let A be a right strong, moderate Lefschetz category over P.V /. Let

f WQ! P.V / and f \WQ\
! P.V _/

be a standard map of a quadric and its generalized dual. Let Q be the standard categorical
resolution ofQ over P.V /, and letQ\ be the standard categorical resolution ofQ\ over P.V _/.
Let S 2 Q and S\ 2 Q\ be the pullbacks of the corresponding spinor bundles on the base
quadrics of Q and Q\. Let H and H 0 denote the hyperplane classes on P.V / and P.V _/. Let

N D dim.V /; m D length.A/; m\ D length.A\/; d D dim.Q/; d \ D dim.Q\/:

Then there are semiorthogonal decompositions

A˝Perf.P.V // Q D
D
KQ.A/;

Ad\.H/˝hSi; : : : ;Am�1..m � d \/H/˝hSi;

AN�d .H/˝hOi; : : : ;Am�1..mC d �N/H/˝hOi
E
:

A\ ˝Perf.P.V_// Q
\
D

D
A\
1�m\..N � d

\
�m\/H 0/˝hOi; : : : ;A\

d\�N
.�H 0/˝hOi;

A\
1�m\..d �m

\/H 0/˝h.S\/_i; : : : ;A\
�d
.�H 0/˝h.S\/_i;

K0
Q\.A\/

E
;

and an equivalence of categories KQ.A/ ' K0Q\.A\/.
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Proof. – We apply the nonlinear HPD Theorem 2.17 in case A1 D A, A2 D Q; it gives
semiorthogonal decompositions (2.16) and (2.17) and the equivalence; so we only have to
check that the components Ji D J .A;Q/i of (2.16) and J \j D J .A\;Q\/j of (2.17) have
the prescribed form.

By [25, Lemma 3.24] and Lemma 5.9, for i � N we have

Ji D
˝
Ai�kCp�2 ˝ hSi;Ai�d ˝ hOi

˛
� A˝Perf.P.V // Q:

Combined with the observation that k � p C 2 D N � d \ by (5.2) and (5.4), it follows that
the semiorthogonal decomposition (2.16) takes the claimed form. Using the expression for
the numerical invariants ofQ\ in terms of those ofQ (Remark 5.18), it follows similarly that
the semiorthogonal decomposition (2.17) takes the claimed form.

It is natural to combine Theorem 5.21 with the result of Lemma 5.13(2) that provides the
left hand sides of the semiorthogonal decompositions with a clear geometric meaning. In the
next section we use this to derive the applications promised in §1.5.

6. Applications

In this section we collect some applications of the quadratic HPD Theorem 5.21 obtained
above. In §6.1 we prove the duality conjecture for Gushel-Mukai varieties, in §6.2 we discuss
and prove its spin analogue, and in §6.3 we discuss a noncommutative conifold transition for
a certain nodal spin GM fivefold. We continue to assume the base scheme S is the spectrum
of an algebraically closed field k of characteristic not equal to 2.

6.1. Duality of Gushel-Mukai varieties

We will prove [24, Conjecture 3.7]. For context and consequences of this conjecture, see
the discussion in §1.5.

The definition of Gushel-Mukai varieties from [4] can be rephrased as follows; note that
unlike [4], by convention we require GM varieties to have dimension at least 2.

Definition 6.1. – A Gushel-Mukai (GM) variety is a dimensionally transverse fiber
product

X D Gr.2; V5/ �P.^2V5/
Q;

where V5 is a 5-dimensional vector space, Gr.2; V5/ ! P.^2V5/ is the Plücker embedding
of the Grassmannian of 2-dimensional subspaces of V5, and Q ! P.^2V5/ is a standard
morphism of a quadric with dimQ � 5.

The dimensional transversality assumption means that the above fiber product is under-
ived. Note also that dim.X/ � 6 and that a representation of X as the above fiber product is
far from unique, see [4] for details.

In [24], for any smooth GM variety a semiorthogonal decomposition of Db
coh.X/ D Perf.X/

was constructed (appearing as (6.2) below), and in particular, an interesting subcategory

K.X/ � Perf.X/;
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(called the GM category of X ) was defined. GM categories were thoroughly studied, and in
particular, it was shown that a GM category K.X/ is either a K3 category or an Enriques
type category, depending on whether dim.X/ is even or odd.

In [4] GM varieties were classified. In particular, in [4, Theorem 3.6] to every GM variety
was associated its Lagrangian data set, a triple of vector spaces .V6.X/; V5.X/; A.X//, where:

— V6.X/ is a 6-dimensional vector space;

— V5.X/ � V6.X/ is a hyperplane; and

— A.X/ � ^3V6.X/ is a Lagrangian subspace.

Here we endow the 20-dimensional space ^3V6.X/ with a symplectic form given by wedge
product ^3V6.X/ ˝ ^3V6.X/ ! ^6V6.X/ Š k. The form depends on a choice of
isomorphism above, but the property of being Lagrangian does not.

Conversely, to every triple .V6; V5; A/ as above two GM intersectionsXord
A;V5

andX spe
A;V5

were
associated. Both Xord

A;V5
and X spe

A;V5
have the form

XA;V5
D Gr.2; V5/ �P.^2V5/

Q;

and their type (ordinary or special) corresponds to the type of the morphism Q! P.^2V5/
(embedding or covering). Note that a GM intersectionXA;V5

is not necessarily dimensionally
transverse (so it is not necessarily a GM variety).

Furthermore, in [4, Theorem 3.16] it was shown that if X is a smooth GM variety of
dimension dX � 3 then the Lagrangian A.X/ � ^3V6.X/ contains no decomposable vectors,
i.e., P.A.X// does not intersect Gr.3; V6.X// � P.^3V6.X//. Conversely, if A � ^3V6
contains no decomposable vectors, then for any V5 � V6 both GM intersections XA;V5

are
smooth GM varieties. Note that the dimension of the two types of XA;V5

differs by 1 and
depends on V5.

This already shows that the Lagrangian A.X/ controls many important properties
of a GM variety X . Motivated by this and a birationality result [4, Corollary 4.16 and
Theorem 4.20], we introduced in [24, Definition 3.5] the notions of generalized duality and
partnership of GM varieties (generalizing [4, Definition 3.22 and 3.26]).

Definition 6.2. – Let X1 and X2 be GM varieties such that

dim.X1/ � dim.X2/ .mod 2/:

— X1 and X2 are generalized partners if there exists an isomorphism V6.X1/ Š V6.X2/

identifying A.X1/ � ^3V6.X1/ with A.X2/ � ^3V6.X2/.

— X1 and X2 are generalized dual if there exists an isomorphism V6.X1/ Š V6.X2/
_

identifying A.X1/ � ^3V6.X1/ with A.X2/? � ^3V6.X2/_.

The duality conjecture [24, Conjecture 3.7] predicted that for (smooth) GM varieties
whose associated Lagrangians contain no decomposable vectors, being generalized part-
ners or duals implies an equivalence of GM categories. A special case was proved in [24,
Theorem 4.1]; below we prove the conjecture in full generality.

The idea of our proof is as follows. First, we note that the Gr.2; V5/ factor in the fiber
product defining a GM variety in Definition 6.1 is homologically projectively self-dual,
so one can use the quadratic HPD theorem to relate the derived categories of two GM
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varieties associated to generalized dual standard morphisms of quadrics. Second, we note
that generalized duality of the quadric factors corresponds to generalized duality of the
corresponding GM intersections. Finally, we iterate equivalences of GM categories obtained
in this way to prove the conjecture.

Now we start implementing this approach. First, recall the homological projective self-
duality of Gr.2; V5/:

Theorem 6.3 ([11, Section 6.1 and Theorem 1.2]). – Let U and U 0 be the tautological
rank 2 subbundles on Gr.2; V5/ and Gr.2; V _5 /. Then Perf.Gr.2; V5// and Perf.Gr.2; V _5 // have
the structure of strong, moderate Lefschetz categories overP.^2V5/ andP.^2V _5 /, respectively,
of length 5, with Lefschetz components given by

Ai D hO;U_i � Perf.Gr.2; V5// and A0i D hU 0;Oi � Perf.Gr.2; V _5 //

for ji j � 4. Moreover, there is an equivalence

Perf.Gr.2; V5//\ ' Perf.Gr.2; V _5 //

of Lefschetz categories over P.^2V _5 /.

Now we apply Theorem 5.21 to GM varieties.

Theorem 6.4. – Let

(6.1) X D Gr.2; V5/ �P.^2V5/
Q and Y D Gr.2; V _5 / �P.^2V_

5
/ Q

\

be smooth GM varieties of dimensions dX � 2 and dY � 2, whereQ! P.^2V5/ is a standard
morphism of a quadric and Q\ ! P.^2V _5 / is its generalized dual defined in Definition 5.17.
Let UX and U 0Y denote the pullbacks of U and U 0 to X and Y , and letOX .1/ andOY .1/ denote
the pullbacks of theO.1/ line bundles onP.^2V5/ andP.^2V _5 /. Then there are semiorthogonal
decompositions

Perf.X/ D hK.X/;OX .1/;U_X .1/; : : : ;OX .dX � 2/;U
_

X .dX � 2/i;(6.2)

Perf.Y / D hU 0Y .2 � dY /;OY .2 � dY /; : : : ;U
0
Y .�1/;OY .�1/;K

0.Y /i;(6.3)

and an equivalence K.X/ ' K0.Y /.

Before giving a proof note that if dX � 1 then Y is necessarily singular. Indeed, in this
case we have dim.Q/ � 4, hence c.Q/ � 4, hence k.Q\/ � 4, hence Gr.2; V _5 / intersects
the image of the singular locus of Q\, hence Y is singular. This is one of the reasons why we
restrict to the case dX ; dY � 2.

Proof. – This is a combination of Theorem 5.21, Theorem 6.3, and Lemma 5.13(2).
Indeed, the smoothness ofX and Y implies that the Grassmannians in (6.1) do not intersect
the singular loci of the quadrics, so by Lemma 5.13(2) we have

Perf.Gr.2; V5 //˝Perf.P.^2V
5
// Q ' Perf.X/;

Perf.Gr.2; V _5 //˝Perf.P.^2V_
5
// Q

\
' Perf.Y /;

whereQ andQ\ are the standard categorical resolutions ofQ andQ\. We just need to show
the semiorthogonal decompositions of Theorem 5.21 take the prescribed form.
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The length of the Lefschetz decompositions of Perf.Gr.2; V5// is m D 5, and the codi-
mension of Gr.2; V5/ in P.^2V5/ is 3, so by dimensional transversality

d \ D dim.Q\/ D dY C 3 � 5:

Thusm�d \ � 0, henceS does not show up in the semiorthogonal decomposition of Perf.X/.
The same argument shows that .S\/_ does not show up in the decomposition of Perf.Y /.
Similarly, N D dim^2V5 D 10 and d D dim.Q/ D dX C 3, hence

mC d �N D 5C .dX C 3/ � 10 D dX � 2;

and so the component hO;U_X i coming from Perf.Gr.2; V5// appears dX � 2 times in
the decomposition of Perf.X/. The same argument shows that the component hU 0Y ;OY i
appears dY � 2 times in the decomposition of Perf.Y /. Hence the semiorthogonal decom-
positions of Theorem 5.21 take the prescribed form.

Now we are ready to prove the duality conjecture ([24, Conjecture 3.7]).

Corollary 6.5. – Let X and Y be smooth GM varieties whose associated Lagrangian
subspaces A.X/ and A.Y / do not contain decomposable vectors. If X and Y are generalized
partners or duals, then there is an equivalence K.X/ ' K.Y /.

By [4, Theorem 3.16] the assumption that the Lagrangian subspaceA.X/ does not contain
decomposable vectors holds automatically unless X is a special GM surface or an ordinary
GM surface with singular Grassmannian hull.

Proof. – First assume X and Y are generalized duals. Then, under the isomorphism
V6.X/ Š V6.Y /

_, the hyperplane V5.Y / � V6.Y / corresponds to a point qY 2 P.V6.X//.
Further assume that

(6.4) qY … P.V5.X//:

By [4, Proposition 3.28] we can write

X D Gr.2; V5/ �P.^2V5/
Q; Y D Gr.2; V _5 / �P.^2V_

5
/ Q
0;

where if Q0 � P.^2V5/ is defined by

Q0 D

(
Q; if Q! P.^2V5/ is of embedding type,

Qbr; if Q! P.^2V5/ is of covering type,

and Q00 � P.^2V _5 / is defined analogously, then Q00 is classically projectively dual to Q0.
Since dim.X/ and dim.Y / have the same parity, the same is true for dim.Q/ and dim.Q0/,
and recalling Definition 5.17 and using Remark 5.19 (note that dim.^2V5/ is even) we
conclude that Q0 ! P.^2V _5 / is generalized dual to Q ! P.^2V5/. Thus, X and Y are
obtained as in Theorem 6.4 from an appropriate pair of generalized dual quadrics. Twisting
the decomposition (6.2) byOX .�1/ shows thatK.X/ is equivalent to the GM category ofX ,
as defined in [24, Definition 2.5]. Twisting the decomposition (6.3) by OY .1/ and using [24,
(2.20) and (2.21)] shows thatK0.Y / is equivalent to the GM category of Y . Thus Theorem 6.4
gives the result under our above assumptions.

Next assume X and Y are generalized partners. Choose p 2 P.V6.X// D P.V6.Y // a
point away from the hyperplanes P.V5.X// and P.V5.Y //. Let V5 � V6 WD V6.X/

_ be the
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corresponding hyperplane, and let A D A.X/? � ^3V6. Then by [4, Theorem 3.10] there is
a GM variety Z such that

dim.Z/ � dim.X/ � dim.Y / mod 2 and .V6.Z/; V5.Z/; A.Z// D .V6; V5; A/:

Since A does not contain decomposable vectors, Z is smooth by [4, Theorem 3.16]. By
construction, X and Y are both generalized duals of Z satisfying the extra assump-
tion considered in the previous paragraph. Thus K.X/ ' K.Z/ and K.Y / ' K.Z/,
hence K.X/ ' K.Y /.

The final case to consider is when X and Y are generalized duals, and under the
isomorphism V6.X/ Š V6.Y /

_, the hyperplane V5.Y / � V6.Y / corresponds to a
point q 2 P.V6.X// which lies in P.V5.X//. In this case, arguing as in the previous
paragraph we can construct a GM variety Y 0 generalized dual to X , such that under
the isomorphism V6.X/ Š V6.Y

0/_, the hyperplane V5.Y 0/ � V6.Y
0/ corresponds to a

point q0 2 P.V6.X// n P.V5.X//. Then the GM category of X is equivalent to that of Y 0

by the first paragraph. By construction Y 0 and Y are generalized partners, so their GM
categories are equivalent by the previous paragraph.

Remark 6.6. – As we already mentioned, the duality conjecture does not cover the
case of smooth GM varieties X whose Lagrangians contain decomposable vectors, i.e., all
special GM surfaces and some ordinary GM surfaces. Note that suchX have neither smooth
generalized partners nor duals of dimension greater than 2 and moreover K.X/ D Perf.X/.
Thus, extending [24, Conjecture 3.7] it is natural to ask: IfX and Y are smooth GM surfaces
which are generalized partners or duals and whose Lagrangians contain decomposable
vectors, then is there an equivalence Perf.X/ ' Perf.Y /?

We expect that the answer is positive, although the argument of Corollary 6.5 does not
work as the crucial assumption (6.4) never holds for smooth generalized partners when the
corresponding Lagrangian has decomposable vectors. There are two possible strategies to
work around this.

First, one can also consider (mildly) singular GM varieties and prove that if X and Y
are generalized dual with X singular and Y smooth, then K.Y / is a categorical resolution
of K.X/ (cf. the proof of Theorem 6.11 below). Then, however, one will have to check that
the resolutions K.Y1/ and K.Y2/ obtained from two smooth generalized duals Y1 and Y2 of
the same X are equivalent. This seems possible, but does not fit into the scope of this paper.

Another possibility is to extend the arguments of [4, Theorem 4.7 and Propositions 4.13
and 4.19] to show that if X and Y are two smooth generalized partners or duals, then X is
birational to Y , and hence X Š Y .

6.2. Duality of spin GM varieties

It is well known that the Grassmannian Gr.2; V5/ shares many properties with its elder
brother, the spinor tenfold OGrC.5; V10/. The content of this subsection provides yet another
confirmation of this principle.

Let V10 be a 10-dimensional vector space. Recall the orthogonal Grassmannian OGr.5; V10/
of 5-dimensional isotropic subspaces for a nondegenerate quadratic form on V10 has two
connected components, OGrC.5; V10/ and OGr�.5; V10/, which are abstractly isomorphic.
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The Plücker embedding OGrC.5; V10/ ! Gr.5; V10/! P.^5V / is given by the square of
the generator of Pic.OGrC.5; V10//; the generator itself gives an embedding

OGrC.5; V10/ � P.S16/;

where S16 is the 16-dimensional half-spinor representation of Spin.V10/. Note that

dim OGrC.5; V10/ D 10 and codimP.S16/ OGrC.5; V10/ D 5:

The spinor tenfold OGrC.5; V10/ � P.S16/ shares a very special property with the
Grassmannian Gr.2; V5/ � P.^2V5/: both are projectively self-dual, and even homo-
logically projectively self-dual. More precisely, the classical projective dual variety of
OGrC.5; V10/ � P.S16/ is given by the spinor embedding OGr�.5; V10/ � P.S_16/. This
lifts to the homological level as follows.

Theorem 6.7 ([11, Section 6.2 and Theorem 1.2]). – Let U and U 0 be the tautolog-
ical rank 5 subbundles on OGrC.5; V10/ and OGr�.5; V10/. Then Perf.OGrC.5; V10// and
Perf.OGr�.5; V10// have the structure of strong, moderate Lefschetz categories over the spinor
spaces P.S16/ and P.S_16/, respectively, of length 8, with Lefschetz components given by

Ai D hO;U_i and A0i D hU 0;Oi

for ji j � 7. Moreover, there is an equivalence

Perf.OGrC.5; V10//\ ' Perf.OGr�.5; V10//

of Lefschetz categories over P.S_16/.

This parallel between Gr.2; V5/ and OGrC.5; V10/ motivates the following definition.

Definition 6.8. – A spin GM variety is a dimensionally transverse fiber product

X D OGrC.5; V10/ �P.S16/ Q;

where Q ! P.S16/ is a standard morphism of a quadric with dimQ � 8, so that
dim.X/ � 3.

We note that if X is a smooth spin GM variety of dimension d , then X is a Fano variety
of Picard number 1, coindex 4, and degree 24 for d � 4, and X is a polarized Calabi-Yau
threefold of Picard number 1 and degree 24 for d D 3. We also remark that dim.X/ � 10 for
any spin GM variety and that its representation as the above fiber product is far from unique.

Using Theorem 6.7 in place of Theorem 6.3, the argument of Theorem 6.9 proves the
following spin analogue.

Theorem 6.9. – Let

X D OGrC.5; V10/ �P.S16/ Q and Y D OGr�.5; V10/ �P.S_
16
/ Q

\

be smooth spin GM varieties of dimensionsdX � 4 anddY � 4, whereQ! P.S16/ is a standard
morphism of a quadric and Q\ ! P.S_16/ is its generalized dual as defined in Definition 5.14.
Let UX and U 0Y denote the pullbacks of U and U 0 to X and Y , and letOX .1/ andOY .1/ denote
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the pullbacks of the O.1/ line bundles on P.S16/ and P.S_16/. Then there are semiorthogonal
decompositions

Perf.X/ D hK.X/;OX .1/;U_X .1/; : : : ;OX .dX � 3/;U
_

X .dX � 3/i;(6.5)

Perf.Y / D hU 0Y .3 � dY /;OY .3 � dY /; : : : ;U
0
Y .�1/;OY .�1/;K

0.Y /i;(6.6)

and an equivalence K.X/ ' K0.Y /.

The assumptions dX � 4 and dY � 4 may seem strange, but they are necessary for
smoothness of Y and X ; indeed, if dX � 3 then dim.Q/ � 8, hence the codimension of
the linear span of the image of Q in P.S16/ is at least 6, hence dim.Sing.Q\// � 5, hence Y
intersects Sing.Q\/, hence is singular.

We call the category K.X/ occurring in (6.5) a spin GM category. Spin GM categories
should be thought of as 3-dimensional counterparts of GM categories. Indeed, whereas
a GM category is always (fractional) Calabi-Yau of dimension 2, a spin GM category is
(fractional) Calabi-Yau of dimension 3 by [20, Remark 4.9]. More precisely, if X is odd-
dimensional then K.X/ is 3-Calabi-Yau, while if X is even-dimensional then the Serre
functor of K.X/ is given by SK.X/ D � ı Œ3� where � is an involutive autoequivalence
of K.X/.

Furthermore, one can develop the notion of a Lagrangian data set for spin GM varieties:
this should consist of triples .V12; V10; A/, where V12 is a 12-dimensional space endowed
with a non-degenerate quadratic form, V10 � V12 a 10-dimensional subspace to which the
quadratic form restricts non-degenerately, and A � S32.V12/ is a Lagrangian subspace in
the 32-dimensional half-spinor representation of Spin.V12/ (note that S32.V12/ has a natural
Spin.V12/-invariant symplectic form). Then the notion of generalized spin partnership and
duality for spin GM varieties can be defined analogously to Definition 6.2, and the argument
of Corollary 6.5 would prove that spin GM categories of generalized spin partners or duals
are equivalent.

It would be interesting to investigate the rationality question for spin GM varieties in
relation to Theorem 6.9, following the GM case discussed in [24, §3]. The critical case is
when X has dimension 5; then K.X/ is a 3-Calabi-Yau category, which is conjecturally
equivalent to the derived category of a Calabi-Yau threefold if and only if X is rational.
Theorem 6.9, however, does not give examples of this sort. Indeed, if Y is a smooth spin GM
variety of dimension 3, then X must be singular as we explained above. More generally, we
have the following result.

Lemma 6.10. – LetX be a smooth spin GM variety whose dimension is odd and at least 5.

(1) The 0-th Hochschild homology of K.X/ is given by HH0.K.X// Š k2.

(2) There does not exist an equivalence K.X/ ' Db
coh.M/ for any projective variety M .

Proof. – We first note that OGrC.5; V10/ has cohomology of Tate type, and Poincaré
polynomial given by

1C t2 C t4 C 2t6 C 2t8 C 2t10 C 2t12 C 2t14 C t16 C t18 C t20;

see [30, §2.2] or [19, Corollary 3.8]. The Lefschetz hyperplane theorem combined with
the Hochschild-Kostant-Rosenberg (HKR) theorem then determines HH0.X/, and the
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claimed formula for HH0.K.X// follows from the additivity of Hochschild cohomology
[21, Theorem 7.3].

If K.X/ ' Db
coh.M/ for a projective varietyM , thenM is smooth by [11, Lemma 10.19].

Moreover, M must have dimension 3 since K.X/ is 3-Calabi-Yau. The HKR theorem then
implies dim HH0.M/ � 4, contradicting part (1).

6.3. A noncommutative conifold transition

Despite the negative result of Lemma 6.10, by considering a mild degeneration of the
situation of Theorem 6.9, we can find spin GM fivefolds whose category K.X/ admits a
geometric resolution of singularities. Recall from Definition 2.18 and Remark 2.19 the notion
of a weakly crepant categorical resolution.

Theorem 6.11. – Let K � W � S16 be generic subspaces with dim.K/ D 6 and
dim.W / D 12, and let NQ � P.W=K/ be a general smooth quadric. Set Q D CK. NQ/ and
let

f WQ! P.W /! P.S16/
be the induced morphism. Let

X D OGrC.5; V10/ �P.S16/ Q and Y D OGr�.5; V10/ �P.S_
16
/ Q

\:

Then X is a spin GM fivefold with 12 nodal singularities and Y is a smooth spin GM threefold.
Moreover, there is a semiorthogonal decomposition

(6.7) Db
coh.X/ D hK

b
coh.X/;OX .1/;U

_

X .1/;OX .2/;U
_

X .2/i;

and Db
coh.Y / is a weakly crepant categorical resolution of K.X/ D Kb

coh.X/ \ Perf.X/.

Proof. – The spinor embedding OGrC.5; V10/ � P.S16/ has degree 12 and codimen-
sion 5. Thus for generalK the intersectionZ D OGrC.5; V10/\P.K/ consists of 12 reduced
points, say z1; : : : ; z12, and the dual intersection OGr�.5; V10/\P.K?/ is a smooth fourfold.
Furthermore, for generalW containingK the intersection OGr�.5; V10/\P.W ?/ is empty,
and the intersection OGrC.5; V10/ \ P.W / is a smooth sixfold containing Z.

The embedded tangent space to OGrC.5; V10/ at the point zi corresponds to an 11-dimen-
sional subspace Ti � S16 such that dim.Ti \K/ D 1. The intersection Ti \W corresponds
to the embedded tangent space to OGrC.5; V10/ \ P.W / at zi , hence dim.Ti \ W / D 7

and the natural map Ti \ W ! W=K is surjective with kernel Ti \ K. For any smooth
quadric NQ � P.W=K/ its strict preimage in P.Ti \ W / is the cone over NQ with vertex
zi D P.Ti \K/ and it is identified with the normal cone to X at zi , hence zi is a node. This
proves that for K and W chosen as above and any smooth NQ the intersection X has nodes
at points of Z. Also, for general NQ by Bertini’s theorem X is smooth away from Z and Y is
smooth. Thus Y is a smooth spin GM threefold.

The semiorthogonal decomposition (6.7) is induced by the Lefschetz decomposition of
the spinor tenfold OGrC.5; V10/, cf. [23, Lemma 5.5].

Let Q denote the standard categorical resolution of Q over P.S16/. Then arguing as in
Theorem 6.9, we see that Theorem 5.21 gives a semiorthogonal decomposition
(6.8)

Perf.OGrC.5; V10//˝Perf.P.S16// Q D
D
zK.X/; hO.1/;U_.1/i ˝ hOi; hO.2/;U_.2/i ˝ hOi

E
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and an equivalence Perf.Y / ' zK.X/. Note that Perf.Y / D Db
coh.Y / since Y is smooth. Thus

to finish it suffices to show that zK.X/ is a weakly crepant categorical resolution of K.X/.
The functors ��WQ ! Db

coh.Q/ and ��WPerf.Q/ ! Q of Lemma 5.11 induce by base
change along OGrC.5; V10/! P.S16/ functors

��WPerf.OGrC.5; V10//˝Perf.P.S16// Q! Db
coh.X/;

��WPerf.X/! Perf.OGrC.5; V10//˝Perf.P.S16// Q;

such that �� is left and right adjoint to �� and ��ı�� ' id. Thus, these functors provide the
category Perf.OGrC.5; V10//˝Perf.P.S16//Qwith the structure of a weakly crepant categorical
resolution of X .

Furthermore, (6.7) also induces a semiorthogonal decomposition

(6.9) Perf.X/ D hK.X/;OX .1/;U_X .1/;OX .2/;U
_

X .2/i;

whereK.X/ D Kb
coh.X/\Perf.X/. Indeed, by [16, Proposition 4.1] it is enough to show that

the components of (6.7) are admissible; this is clear for the exceptional objects that appear,
and then follows for Kb

coh.X/ by Serre duality and the fact that X is Gorenstein. Clearly,
the functor �� takes the four exceptional objects from (6.9) to the four exceptional objects
in (6.8). Therefore, from full faithfulness it follows that �� takes the right orthogonal K.X/
of the former to the right orthogonal zK.X/ of the latter, and thus defines a functor

��WK.X/! zK.X/:

Similarly, by adjunction it follows that the right adjoint functor �� takes zK.X/ to Kb
coh.X/,

and hence defines a functor

��W zK.X/! Kb
coh.X/:

Since we have already shown that �� and �� provide Perf.OGrC.5; V10//˝Perf.P.S16//Qwith
the structure of a weakly crepant categorical resolution ofX , it follows that zK.X/ is a weakly
crepant categorical resolution of K.X/ via these functors.

The proof of the theorem shows that the resolution zX ! X given by blowing up the
singular points of X has a semiorthogonal decomposition consisting of exceptional objects
and the derived category of the Calabi-Yau threefold Y . Thus, the philosophy of [15, 18]
suggests that zX (and therefore X ) should be rational. We will prove this as a consequence
of the following.

Lemma 6.12. – If X is as in Theorem 6.11, then there is a resolution of singularities
X 0 ! X and a morphism X 0 ! P2 whose general fiber is a smooth Fano threefold of Picard
number 1, degree 12, and index 1. Moreover, the morphism X 0 ! P2 has 12 sections.

Proof. – The following argument is inspired by [4, Lemma 4.1].

Recall that the kernel space K of the quadric Q defining X is 6-dimensional and its
spanW is 12-dimensional. Therefore, the maximal isotropic spaces forQ are 9-dimensional.
Let I � K be a generic such space. Then linear projection from P8 D P.I / � P.W / induces
a morphism

qWX 0 ! P.W=I / D P2;
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where X 0 is the blowup of X along

X \ P.I / D OGrC.5; V10/ \ P.I /:

The genericity of I guarantees that X 0 is smooth.
The fibers of q can be described as follows: a point b 2 P2 corresponds to a P9

b
� P.W /

containing P.I /; we have Q \ P9
b
D P.I / [ P.Ib/ where Ib is the residual isotropic space

for Q; and the fiber over b is q�1.b/ D OGrC.5; V10/\ P.Ib/. Thus the general fiber of q is
a smooth threefold given as a codimension 7 linear section of OGrC.5; V10/ � P.S16/, i.e.,
a threefold of the claimed type.

Furthermore, since any maximal isotropic subspace in Q contains K, we have K � Ib ,
hence

OGrC.5; V10/ \ P.K/ � OGrC.5; V10/ \ P.Ib/:
It remains to note that the left side is a set of 12 reduced points; each of these points gives a
section of the morphism X 0 ! P2.

Corollary 6.13. – If X is as in Theorem 6.11 and the base field k is algebraically closed
of characteristic 0, then X is rational.

Proof. – By Lemma 6.12, it suffices to show that a smooth Fano threefold of Picard
number 1, degree 12, and index 1 is rational if it has a rational point. This holds by [27,
Theorem 1.1(ii)].

We note that Theorem 6.11 can be thought of as giving a conifold transition from the
noncommutative Calabi-Yau threefold K.X/ to the Calabi-Yau threefold Y . In the spirit of
Reid’s fantasy [34], we pose the following (loosely formulated) question:

Question 6.14. – Can any noncommutative Calabi-Yau threefold be connected to a
geometric Calabi-Yau threefold via a sequence of degenerations and crepant resolutions?

Theorem 6.11 gives a positive answer to this question for spin GM categories of spin
GM fivefolds, and similar arguments also give a positive answer for spin GM varieties of
dimension 7 or 9. The results of [8] give a positive answer for noncommutative Calabi-Yau
threefolds associated to cubic sevenfolds (using, however, degenerations with worse-than-
nodal singularities). It would be interesting to investigate more examples, in particular the
list of noncommutative Calabi-Yau threefolds given in [20, §4.5].

Remark 6.15. – If Y is a smooth strict Calabi-Yau threefold in the sense that !Y Š OY
and Hj .Y;OY / D 0 for j D 1; 2, then the HKR theorem shows that HH2.Y / Š H1.TY /,
so Db

coh.Y / has no noncommutative infinitesimal deformations. Thus to have a hope of
connecting a noncommutative Calabi-Yau threefold to a geometric Calabi-Yau threefold, we
should indeed allow more operations than deformations.
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Appendix

HPD results

In this appendix we provide some material on semiorthogonal decompositions and HPD
that is used in the body of the paper. In §A.1 we establish a local criterion for an equivalence
of T -linear categories. In §A.2 we describe the behavior of HPD under linear projections.

A.1. A local criterion for an equivalence

The main result of this subsection is the following proposition.

Proposition A.1. – Let �W C ! D be a T -linear functor and let A � C be a T -linear
subcategory. Assume that either � has a left adjoint and A is left admissible, or � has a right
adjoint and A is right admissible. Let also B � D be a T -linear subcategory which is either
right or left admissible. Let U ! T be an fpqc cover, and let �U W CU ! DU denote the induced
functor obtained by base change along U ! T . Then � induces an equivalence A ' B if and
only if �U induces an equivalence AU ' BU .

As we observe in Corollary A.5, the proposition also implies a local criterion for a functor
between Lefschetz categories to be a Lefschetz equivalence.

We build up some preliminary results before giving the proof. If C is a T -linear category
and T 0 ! T is a morphism, we write C jT 0 for the image of C 2 C under the canonical
functor C ! CT 0 induced by pullback.

Lemma A.2. – Let C be a T -linear category, and let C 2 C. Let U ! T be an fpqc cover.
Then C ' 0 if and only if C jU ' 0.

Proof. – The forward implication is obvious. Conversely, by the Künneth formula in the
form of [32, Lemma 2.10], we have

HomT .C; C /jU ' HomU .C jU ; C jU /;

whereHomT .C; C / 2 Dqc.T / is the mapping object defined in [32, §2.3.1]. Hence ifC jU ' 0,
we have HomT .C; C /jU ' 0. Then HomT .C; C / ' 0 since the vanishing of an object
in Dqc.T / can be checked fpqc locally, and therefore C ' 0.

Corollary A.3. – Let �W C ! D be a T -linear functor. Let U ! T be an fpqc cover.
Then � ' 0 if and only if �U ' 0.

Proof. – The forward implication is obvious. Conversely, we must show that �.C / ' 0
for all C 2 C if �U ' 0. For this, just note that �.C /jU ' �U .C jU

/ and apply
Lemma A.2.

Lemma A.4. – Let �W C ! D be a T -linear functor. Let B � D be a T -linear subcategory
which is left or right admissible. Let U ! T be an fpqc cover. Then � factors through the
inclusion B � D if and only if �U factors through the inclusion BU � DU .
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Proof. – We consider the case where B is left admissible; the right admissible case is
similar. SinceB is left admissible, its left orthogonal?B is right admissible, hence its inclusion
functor j W?B ! D has a right adjoint j Š whose kernel is B. Therefore � factors through
B � D if and only if the composition j Š ı � vanishes. By Corollary A.3, this composition
vanishes if and only if its base change to U vanishes. But this base change identifies with
j ŠU ı �U where j ŠU is the right adjoint to the inclusion ?BU � DU (see [32, Lemma 3.15]),
and hence vanishes if and only if �U factors through BU � DU .

Proof of Proposition A.1. – We consider the left adjoints case of the proposition; the
right adjoints case is similar. First assume A D C and B D D. Note that a functor with a
left adjoint is an equivalence if and only if the cones of the unit and counit of the adjunction
vanish. If denotes the cone of the unit or counit for the adjoint pair .�; ��/, then U is the
cone of the unit or counit for the adjoint pair .�U ; ��U / (cf. [32, Lemma 2.12] or [11, §2.6]).
Hence applying Corollary A.3 proves the lemma in this case.

Now consider the case of general A and B. Denote by ˛WA ! C and ˇWB ! D the
inclusions. If �U induces an equivalence AU ' BU , then by Lemma A.4 the composition
of functors � ı ˛WA ! D factors through B � D, i.e., there is a functor �AWA ! B such
that � ı ˛ D ˇ ı �A. We want to show �A is an equivalence. But �A admits a left adjoint,
namely ˛� ı �� ı ˇ, and .�A/U WAU ! BU is an equivalence, so we conclude by the case
handled above.

Let S 0 ! S be a morphism of schemes, and let VS 0 denote the pullback of a vector
bundle V on S to S 0. Then if A is a Lefschetz category over P.V /, the base change AS 0
is naturally a Lefschetz category over P.VS 0/ with Lefschetz center given by the base
change .A0/S 0 � AS 0 . This follows from a combination of [25, Lemma 2.4] and [32,
Lemmas 3.15 and 3.17]. Proposition A.1 then implies the following.

Corollary A.5. – Let A and B be Lefschetz categories over P.V /. Let �WA ! B be a
P.V /-linear functor which admits a left or right adjoint. Let U ! S be an fpqc cover of S , and
let �U WAU ! BU denote the induced functor. Then � is an equivalence of Lefschetz categories
over P.V / if and only if �U is an equivalence of Lefschetz categories over P.VU /.

The following related result is useful for establishing the existence of a semiorthogonal
decomposition, by reduction to a local situation.

Lemma A.6. – Let C be a T -linear category, and letA1; : : : ;An � C be a sequence of right
or left admissible T -linear subcategories. LetU ! T be an fpqc cover. Then C D hA1; : : : ;Ani
if and only if CU D hA1U ; : : : ;AnU i.

Proof. – The forward implication holds by [32, Lemma 3.15]. Conversely, assume we have
a semiorthogonal decomposition CU D hA1U ; : : : ;AnU i. Then the argument of Lemma A.2
shows that the categories Ai � C are semiorthogonal. Assume the categories Ai � C
are right admissible (a similar argument works in the left admissible case). Then setting
D D hA1; : : : ;Ani? we have a semiorthogonal decomposition C D hD;A1; : : : ;Ani. But
D D 0 by Lemma A.2.
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A.2. HPD over quotients and subbundles

Given a surjective morphism QV ! V of vector bundles with kernel K, we consider the
corresponding rational map P. QV / 99K P.V / and denote by U D P. QV / n P.K/ � P. QV / the
open subset on which it is regular. If A is a P. QV /-linear category supported over U (i.e., if
the restriction functor A ! AU is an equivalence), then it inherits a natural P.V /-linear
structure via the linear projection map. In this situation, we can ask for a relation between
HPD with respect to the two linear structures on A. Before answering this, we make some
preliminary observations.

Definition A.7. – Let C be a T -linear category, and let T ! T 0 be a morphism of
schemes. We write C=T 0 for C regarded as a T 0-linear category via the pullback functor
Perf.T 0/ ! Perf.T /, and say C=T 0 is obtained from C by extending the base scheme along
T ! T 0.

Remark A.8. – IfA is a Lefschetz category over P.V / and V ! V 0 is an embedding of
vector bundles, then the categoryA=P.V 0/ is naturally a Lefschetz category over P.V 0/, with
the same center. Moreover, this operation preserves (right or left) strongness and moderate-
ness of Lefschetz categories.

Lemma A.9. – Let T be a scheme and letU � T be an open subscheme. Let C be a T -linear
category which is supported over U . Then for any T -linear category D, there is a canonical
T -linear equivalence

C ˝Perf.T / D ' C ˝Perf.T / DU :

Proof. – We have equivalences

C ˝Perf.T / D ' CU ˝Perf.T / D ' C ˝Perf.T / Perf.U /˝Perf.T / D ' C ˝Perf.T / DU :

Now we can answer the question posed above about HPD under linear projection.
Note that the surjection QV ! V induces an embedding of bundles V _ ! QV _, so that
P.V _/ � P. QV _/.

Proposition A.10. – Let A be a Lefschetz category over P. QV / with center A0. Assume
QV ! V is a surjection of vector bundles with kernelK such thatA is supported overP. QV /nP.K/.

ThenA has the structure of a Lefschetz category overP.V / (with the same centerA0), and there
is a P.V _/-linear equivalence

.A=P.V //\ ' .A=P. QV //\ ˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _//:

Remark A.11. – The proposition can be generalized to the case whereA is not assumed
to be supported overP. QV /nP.K/, by working with a suitable “blowup” ofA. In the situation
where A is geometric, this is the main result of [3]; for general Lefschetz categories, see [25,
Proposition B.1]. For convenience, we supply the proof in the simpler case needed in the
paper.
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Proof. – Let U D P. QV / n P.K/. Then by the support assumption, A has a U -linear
structure such that the P. QV /-linear structure is induced by pullback along U ! P. QV /. Via
the morphism U ! P.V / given by linear projection, A also carries a P.V /-linear structure.
LetH and QH denote the relative hyperplane classes on P.V / and P. QV /. Note thatO.H/ and
O. QH/ both pull back to the same object of Perf.U /, and hence their actions on A coincide.
From this, it follows that the given Lefschetz center A0 � A is also a Lefschetz center with
respect to the P.V /-linear structure with the same Lefschetz components.

Consider the induced embedding V _ ,! QV _. There is a canonical isomorphism

(A.1) U �P. QV / H.P. QV // �P. QV_/ P.V
_/ Š U �P.V / H.P.V //:

Using this, we deduce

H.A=P. QV //˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _//

D A˝Perf.P. QV // Perf.H.P. QV ///˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _//

' A˝Perf.P. QV // Perf.U /˝Perf.P. QV // Perf.H.P. QV ///˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _//

' A˝Perf.P. QV // Perf
�
U �P. QV / H.P. QV // �P. QV_/ P.V

_/
�

' A˝Perf.P. QV // Perf
�
U �P.V / H.P.V //

�
' A˝Perf.P. QV // Perf.U /˝Perf.P.V // Perf.H.P.V ///
' A˝Perf.P.V // Perf.H.P.V ///
D H.A=P.V //:

Indeed, the second line holds by definition of H.A=P. QV //, the third and the seventh follow
from the fact that A is supported over U (see Lemma A.9), the fourth and the sixth hold
by [2, Theorem 1.2], the fifth holds by (A.1), and the last holds by definition. Using the
semiorthogonal decomposition (2.11) defining the HPD category, it is easy to check that this
equivalence induces an equivalence between the subcategories

.A=P. QV //\ ˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _// � H.A=P. QV //˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _//

and

.A=P.V //\ � H.A=P.V //:

This completes the proof.

Remark A.12. – In the situation of Proposition A.10, note that we have K D .V _/?

and A˝Perf.P. QV // Perf.P.K// D 0 by the support assumption for A. Assume that A is right

strong and moderate as a Lefschetz category overP.V / (and hence also overP. QV /). Then [32,
Theorem 8.7] implies there is a semiorthogonal decomposition

.A=P. QV //\ ˝Perf.P. QV_// Perf.P.V _// D
D
A\1�n..1C r � n/H

0/; : : : ;A\�r
E
;

where n D length.A\/ and r D rank.K/. This provides the left side with a Lefschetz structure
of length n�r and centerA\�r , with respect to which the equivalence of Proposition A.10 is a
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Lefschetz equivalence. We also note that A\�r D A\0; indeed, by the left HPD version of [32,
Theorem 8.7(1)] we have

length.A/ D rank. QV / � #f i � 0 j A\i D A
\
0 g:

By moderateness of A over P.V / we also have

length.A/ < rank.V / D rank. QV / � r:

Hence #f i � 0 j A\i D A
\
0 g > r .
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